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Chapter I 

Roie of Personality in Institution 
Building 



Chapter 1 

Thre.e major variables influence politics of a 

developing country. They are $ personality of a leader, 

institutions and environment. 

Personality of a leader is often based upon charisma. 

The concept of charisrna was derived from the reference in 

11 Corinthians which described the fo.r:ms in which the 

gifts of divine grace ·appear. lt. was taken up by Rudolf 

Sorm '1892-1923} in his analysis of the transformation of 

the pr:imitive Christian Corrununity into the Roman Catholic 

church. The enphasis there was on a .. chariemat ic insti-

t:ut.ion ... Tho <X>nCf';pt of chal-jf!ma undorwont. itt: utvt;~t 

illlportnnt. ~xtont~ion and fo.r:mulutlon jn the writinys of 

Max Weber. He treated chetrisma as a proptrty attributed 

to great personalities who disrupt traditional systems 

,md establish a system of authority cla.iming to be 

legitimized by the direct experience of divine grace. 

Weber also applied tbe ooncept to creative, expansive and 

innovativ·e pen.onolit ies who are reQarded as •extraordinary• 

even though they neither claim to possess divine grace 

nor have it imputed to them • 1 

1 David L. Sills, 1nter-natignal_En£Y£.!.912aedia of 
Social Science§, vol. 2 (The Maanillan Comr;any and 
the Free Press, 1968) , pp. 386-87. 
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Chariswa has been defined as the ability of a 

person to make others feel more powerful in his or her 

presence. ln politics, however, .chairsrna. involves a 

complex psychocultural relationship between a leader and 

the masses who are led to believe thanselves to be more 

powerful. simply by being in the presence of the great 

ruler. 2 

Charisma has several functions in a developmental 

setting. Aided by the apparatus of modern mass corrununications, 

the charismatic leader bypasses the traditional bosses, 

chieftains and heads of the local areas and re~ches out 

to enter the consciousness of the low income and low status 

citizens who vrf?vjously were shielded from nationul politics 

by their patront.> .. Thus c.trme.d, the chari&matic leader can 

persuade the masE.JEJfl to undergo sacr·it ices, to unite in 

national movanents, to carry out ~rand schenes, and to 

feel themselves part of a 1ar9er enterprise; the building 

up of a nation. On the foreign scene, a charismatic 

leader personifies the nation in its relations with 

other States and can, when necessary, direct the sentiment 

of the people against foreign enanies or to meet external 

2 Gary K. Bertsch and Robert. P. Clark and David 
t-1. \lood, CQITiparipg Pol:ttj.caJ,. ilYstero~ ; fpwer~ 
l:Ql1CY in Th.t~!ULl'l&.rlil£ (Nnw Yor.k, 1978). p. 460. 
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threats. 3 Not all personalities are, however, endowed 

with charisma." Many evolve due to hard work at political, 

economic or cultural level. One such example is that of 

Houri Boumedienne of Algeria who was treated as a dictator 

when he overthrew Ben Bella in 1965. But, after ten 

years of hard work, he was able to place Algeria, a 

totally shattered State, on a sound footing and thereby 

won respect and legitimacy of majori.ty of the Algerians. 

lf the, individual leader is not particularly well 

endowed with charisma, a frequently used substitute is 

leadership throu£h ideology. Many people in the developing 

world live in a ex>nfusing state of rapid change. One way 

to secure their at~pport and loyalty is to make rapid 

chanQe understandable and rational to them. An ideology, 

in its cohesive and comprehensive picture of the world, 

makes sense to the populace and enables them to grapple 

with a world that is more and more threatening. Moreover 

the leadership as the custodian of the official ideol<.;gy 

is given the authority to carry the ideological prescriptions 

out to their logical policy conclusions. 4 

The essence of leadership is the ability to 

persuade others to canply voluntarily with one •s wishes. 

3 Bertsch, n. 2, p. 460. 

4 lbid. 
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A person ~joying the powers inherent in the role of 

'leader• may not necescarily be exercising leadership nor 

is "leadership" necessarily confined to the occupants of 

such roles. Bums described leadership as a special 

subset of a more general power relationship in which 

11 leaders induce followers to act .for certain goals that 

represent the Values and the motivations, the wants and 

needs, the values and aspirations of both leaders and 

followers... Thus, leadership is the abllity to obtain 

non-coerced, voluntary compliance which enables followers 

to attain goals which they share with the leader. 5 

I 

There were certain qualities in the leaders of 

African states which enabled them to 6Tlerge as prominent 

personalities and rete:. in power. There were different 

ethnic groups in hf. rica, who held different views of 
\ 

leaders. -.iithin Nigeria, for example, Rausa culture 

favoured leaders born to high status families and supporting 

a rigidly hierarchical society. 1 bo culture, on the 

other h'and, favoured tbe self-made leader. A leader 

acceptable to Hausas then would not be accepted by lbos. 

Thus, we see, different views are given by different 

. i 1 - 6 groups regard ng eadera. 

5 ~John Cart wright, Po;t.itical L~aQ.ersh ip in Af Fi£2 
(London and New York, 1983), pp. 19-21. 

6 Cartwright, n. 5, p. 28. 
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After coming tu power# the vital problan before the 

leader is how to retain power. To retain power-a leader 

needs support from the public and the public can support 

a leader only if it lays trust in him or her. This is 

only possible when the public sees some qualities inherent 

in a leader like self leE>snesE>, intellectual ability etc. 

Perhaps selflessness, t.he percept ion that what the leader 

is doing is for the good of all and not particularly for 

his own benefit, comes closest to bein~ a necessary 

ingredient in creating this bond. 

Beyond this general base of support a leader also 

needs support for Sf-ecific policies he is pursuing. ln 

shaping the policies a leader can choose between two 

approaches to win support • He can either take people •a 

attitude and the line of division among them as given 

and act as a "brooker" trying to put together a body of 

supporters by I.Xlr<.:;ain ing amon\:; these exciting interests 

or he can try to get peo1~-le to look at their situation 

in a new way which allows t t1ern to override their divisions 

and unite together in support of his goals. 7 

Potential leaders emerged in Africa and Asia as 

the movement towards indep~ndence started. lt was 

7 Cartwright, n. 5, pp. 37-38. 
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generally a matter of luck and timinq that one amongst 

them emerged as the leader. 

The fact that Kwame N 'Krumah was called back to· 

the Gold Coast to work for thE:: united Gold Coast Convention 

1n 1947 and did not stay in England another two or three 

years, as was planned, or tbat J·ulius Nyereire was back 

in ~anganyika and avajl~ble while potential rivals were 

abroad 111ere decisive factorE in their becoming nationalist 

leaders. Once an individual with the. training, skill and 

courage to challenge the colonial rulers had gained a 

position which enabled him to make such a challen£e, his 

stature was magnified, and he thus acquired more authority 

to direct the strug~le, including the opportunity to set 

up an all anbracing nationalist movement. 

Leadership while often acquired through ones own 

efforts can scmetirnes also be inherited, especially in 

a developing society where family loyalty is still an 

important instrument of political legitimacy. Rajiv 

Gandhi is an example of inherited leadership. That 

leadership however, hCis to be tested at the popular level 

also if it has to endure. 

Leadership can also be acquired either through 

ailily £2~ or political struggle. The emergence of Nasser 
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to power was through i;in amy £OUp g.·~tat. By 1952, King 

Farouk•s Government was viewed by Egyptians nationalists 

as incanpetent, corrupt and unable to deal effectively 

with either the BritiElh or the problem of lsrael. on 23 

~ruly, 1952, members of a small clc..ndestine military or<;ani

zation, known as the Free Officers, launched a ~OY.£ d'etS!t 

that established a new syst en of Government. Farouk was 

forcE;!d to abdicate and left the. country on 26 J.uly, 1952. 

The guiding hand of the new system was the Revolutionary 

Command Council. Egypt was declared a republic, with 

Naguib as both President and Prime Minister. Shortly 

afterwards, in 1954, Gamal Abdal Nasser, the person who 

had organized the coup, ener£ed as the primary force of 

Egyptian national life. 8 

Pandit Jz. ... :aharlal Nehru, acquired leadership through 

political struggle. He was the President of the Indian 

National Congress in 1936. Nehru was the first Prime 

Minister of India ( 1947-64). He had played an hi.st.oric 

role in the fight for the country •s freedom and was the 

9 principal architect of independent India. 

8 David E. Long and Bernard Reich, ed., The GQY~!l
ment and Politics of the Middle East and North Africa 
lColoradO, 1980~ ---

9 Subhash c. Kashyap, Nehru and £>2!"11ament, .LQ.Ui!bhii_ 
Secretariat (New Delhi, 1986), p. 67. 
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Thus, we witness several qualities that help perso-

nalities to emerge as prominent leaders. But, apart from 

these factors, environment also plays an important role 

in the emergence of these leaders. Environment can be 

defined as the aggr~ate of all the existing conditions and 

influences affecting tbe life and development of an 

organism (Webster's new Colligiate dictionary) •10 

Historical environlllent implies the social, economic and 

political conditions of a particular country which help 

the personalities to emerge as leaders. 

Different types of environment influenced different 

countries of Asia and Africa, during the colonial and 

the post-colonial period. ln the colonial period, in 

sane countries like lndia, struggle was going on for the 

liberal democratic principles while in some other countries 

like Algeria, Angola and Vietnam, armed struggle was 

carried on. That influenced the political environment 

of the country after it won its political independence. 

India opted for democracy. Pandit J awaharlal Nehru • s 

unrivalled leadership and allegiance of the peo,LJle that 

he commanded gave him the powers of a virtual dictator 

if he had so wished to be. But ~ehru•s own training and 

10 David L. ~ills, ed;, 1ntern9tional Encyclopa~ 
of social Sci en c~ vol. 5 \Macmillan Corn_£Jany and 
the Free P res s) , p • 91 • 
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temperammt led him tc choose danocratic means and a dane-

crat ic way of life for the lndian polity·. 

Al:llled struggle took place in Alget·ia between 1954-62. 

This was in reaction to the policy of total ooloniali~n 

adopted by the French. The initial Frenchconquest of 

Algeria in 1830 was relat. ively easy, but another four decades 

passed before all of Algeria was pacifie·dunder French 

cent rol. The French colonial :implantation was massive. 

There was extensive violence and brutality in the revolution 

and it finally culminated in fonnal independence in July 

1962 aft~ almost a decade of al:llls struggle and a near 

total divide between the local Algerians and the local 
I 

Algerians and the French coleus. That affected Alc;erian 

environna~nt aft-er 1t attained independence.ll 

Different types of environment were seen in the 

countries during the post-colonial period. While some 

set-up dEJnOcratic frame\\rork, in some countries there 

was an erosion of democratic values.. India set up 

denocratic framework. Indian political leaders and 

constitution makers deliberately opted for a parliamentary 

form of Government in which parliament would be supreme. 

Nehru •a own dsnocratic principles and temperament, and 

11 Long, n. 8, pp. 415-16. 
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the environment at that time helped in the emergence of a 

democratic India. 

on the other hand, in some countries democratic 

values were eroded, like :in Egypt, during the post-colonial 

struggle. Egypt experimented with several variations of 

political systems in search of a permanent structure. In 

1956, Nasser inaugurated a new system that oonaolidated 

power in his own hands through the single party system 

and ,a presidential form of government. 

Erosion of democratic values either led to amy 

rule, or religious mov~ents like in I ran, or fascist 

movement as in Italy. 

WhUe religion has always played an important role, 

even in the nationalist movement in-Asia and Africa, of 

late, the erosion of danocracy has given a new boost to 
I 

the process of politicization of religion. lran is a good 

example of that trend. Thus religi.ous leaders and religion 

per se have acc~ired a new credibility and legitimacy in 

the politics of the developing countries. While religion 

had played an important role in the politics of Iran 

even earlier it became the instrument of political change 

in 1978-79 under the leadership of Ayatollah Khomeini. 

After the revolution of 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini played 
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a dominant role. ln fact, it can even be argued that 

Khomeini was to the Islamic revolution what Lenin was to 

the Russian, Mao to the Chinese and Castro to the Cuban 

revolutions. The outcome of the revolution in Iran was 

the predominance of clergy in power, with Khcrneini as 

the head of the State. Ayatollah Khomeini added a new 

dimension to the question of Imamate. He rejected the 

very concept of sharin~ of power between the King and 

the •ulama which had. been the basifi of legitimacy of 

l ran ian rulers since the sixteenth century. He propounded 

instead the theory of supremacy or sovereignty of the 

just jurists. Thus his theory totally rejected the earlier 

principle of dualism of authori.ty between the King and 

the •ulama and made the state subordinate to the jur1sts.1 2 

This was a major ideological fonnulation by 

Ayatollah Khomeini, and it has since been incorporated 

int.o the constitution of Iran. 

Apart fran qualities of leadership and particular 

environments prevailing in different countries, institutions 

also play a vital role in shaping the ieadership. In the 

developing societies where institutions have not had time 

12 K.R. Singh, ~om.rot.J..tut.i~na1. B.aei,ll'i of R·e.tlt:ft.gji.Q,~ 
Pct~\.~1.· .J'.n Jiran"~., · ~n~~£[]_~.!tq!Ul.J.__;tY,Jgj.~ {New Delhi, 
London, l'JUB; • · 
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or the env1ronz:nent to take deep roots to mature fully, 

personalities and institution often seem to interact with 

each other. :/hen a new leader ener~es, be or she might 

shape institution:::, that n::f lect his or her envircnmen t, 

personality and i-J<'l tern of lctitirc~Gcy. The new leader 

might or might not. maintain the prt;vious institutions. 

Often, the new leader fashions institutions to suit new 

requirements. Thus, one finds change f.t:orn army to civilian 

rule, from single-party system to multi-party system, 

from free enterprise to socialism or state control over 

economy etc. 

However, the question which needs to be examined 

is what is an institution. lnstitutions are usually 

conceived of as the basic focus of social organization, 

~on to all &ocieties and dealing with some of the 

basic universal problo1<s of ordered social life. Three 

basic aspects of institutions are emphasised. First, 

reflects patterns of behCiviour which are regulated by 

institutions (institutionalized} and which deal with 

some perennial basic problans of any society. Secondly, 

institutions involve the regulation of behaviour of 

individuals in society according to de£ inite and organized 

patterns. Finally, these patterns involve a definite· 
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normative ordering and regulat:ion . 13 

It is tentatively suggested that institutions or 

patterns of institution"lization can be defined as regu-

: lative principles which organize most of the a.ctivities 

of individuals in a society into definite organisational 

patterns from the point of view of some of the perennial 

basic problsns of any society or ordered social life • 1 4 

There are different institutional spheres like the 

sphere of family and kinship, of education, cultural 

sphere and political sphere. The political sphere deals 

with the control of the use of force within a society 

and the maintenance of internal and external peace as 

well as the control over the mobilization of resources 

for the implementation of vc.ri.ous goals and the articulation 

and setting up of certc.tin goals for the collectivityo
15 

There are various politi~al institutions like the 

constitution and the rarty systan. ln the eighteenth 

13 David L • sills, Int ernat iQns 1 Encyclopa~QJ..s of 
social Sciences, vol. 14 lThe Macmillan Company 
and the Free Press), pp. 409-10. 

14 David L. Sills, n. 13, pp. 409-10. 

15 1 bid. ' p • 410 • 
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and nineteenth centuries, constitution was regarded as a 

formal written document. ln addition, one finds several 

broad philosophical and legal concepts of constitutions. 

The basic objective of a constitution .is to protect the 

individual me~ber of the political community and institutio

nally safeguard the division of political power. In this 

perspective, a constitutional government is one in which 

effective restraints divide political power or, to put 

it negatively, prevent the concentrati.on of such power. 

In contemporary juristic works, a constitution is more 

commonly defined as a decision concerning the organit>at ion 

16 of QOV0rnrnont . 

Parties are another type of polit.Jcal inatitutions. 

Historically political parti.es have appeared in political 

systems under three conditions. First, in the older 

parliamentary systems of Western Europe and North America, 

parties were preceded by the emergence, within the 

~.egislature, of factions that organized themselves 

internally and tben turned their att.ention to the winning 

of electoral support from the populace. Parties can also 

emerge, during a specific developmental crisis that has 

to do either with the legitimacy of the regime or with 

16 David L. ~ills, !n~~~~p~l ~ngyclopsed~Q of 
Social Sciences, vol. 3, \The Macmillan Company and 
the Free Press), pp. 318-19. 
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the establishment of an integrated national sociaty. 17 

In the developing countries political parties have 

emerged as a part of the nationalist movement and an 

instrument of anti-colonial policy of the nationalist 

movement. These movements got consolidated as political 

parties with mass base when they were forced to legitimize 

their role through elections, as happened with the Congress 

Party in India, evon before the count .ry attained its full 

political independence. After the attainment of indepen-

dence most of these anti-oolonial movements got consolidated 

as pol it ica 1 parties Like the FLN in Algeria • 

The fon11ation of the political parties is also 

influenced by the proct:·,ss of socia.l moderni2.ation of the 

country and the need to harness the unleashed social 

forces and to turn them to some political bene£ it • 

. Deatourjun Social.iat Party of Tunis.ia is its exumple.ll:i 

In the study of the party systems, attElltion has 

so far been given to two opposite phenomenon, the multi-

party system en the one hand and the single party system 

on the other •19 some countries, like Nepal or Libya, 

17 Bertsch, n. 2, p. 407. 

18 I bid. I pp. 7-8. 

t9 Raj ani Kothari 1 

l Hom b.::ly, 19GB) , 
t:su:ty Syf!t~m and "J.ec!-iQO. ~~ 

p. 1. 
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have no party system as such and have-evolved system for 

direct participation by people without political parties. 

Apart from parties folJTls of government also deserve 

special attention especially in the developing countries. 

Normally, there are three forms of government which are 

legitimized under the constitution. They are the presidential 

fo.tm, the parliamentc:try form and the monarchical forms of 

government. Attempts have also been made to legitimise 

and even institutionalise army rule as in Turkey or Pakistan, 

but it has not yet attained the legitimacy that other 

forms of government have attained. 

At the most general level, government consists of 

a group of ind-ividuals sharing a defined responsibi11ty.20 

In a true presidential form of system, a president, elected 

by tho poople ia responsible to thon, rather than to 

the legislatur~. The legislature in tum is responsible 

to the people which elects it and not to the president. 

This provides for checks and balances, with the public 

acting as arbiter durin<; periodic elections held at f i:xed 

intervals. 21 

20 David L. Sills, ~ernational Encyclopaedia of 
Social Sciences, vol. 6, (The Macmillan Company 
and the Free Press), p. 214. 

21 • l bid • 1 p • 2 24 o 
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In the parliamentary sy~,;tem, parliament is supreme 

and the Prime .r-:anister is responsible to it and holds 

off ice at its pleasure. Through votes of con£ idence and 

changes in parll.U.:11entary party membership, a government 

can fall in which case a new general election to parliament 

may become necessary unless a new coalition is formed. 

under such a system, the .fJresident is largely a figure

head.22 

Monarchy has been described by ancient writers, 

especially Herodotus, as the rule of one man ~or woman), 

whether good or bad. Plato and Aristotle descri.bed it 

as a rule by one good person. Plato defined •good' by 

reference to law and Aristotle did so by reference to 

happiness. ln the modern West, monarchy desi.gnated a 

particu~ar type of one-person rule, characterized by 

logitimat_o blood doscent, no mntteJ how the extent 

of the governing functions; indeed, the term lll<iY even 

refer to regimes in which the monarch ha.d no governing 

functions at all, as in Great Britain and the Scandjnavian 

Kingdoms. 23 

22. David L. Sills, n. 20, P• 224. 

23 David L. Sills, International E:ncyclovaedia of 
Social Sciences, vol. 10, (The Macmillan company 
and the Free Press), p. 412. 
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lv!onarchy has been an ancient political institutic>n 

and is still retained in some form even in the developed 

countries like U.K., sweden and Netherlands. That insti-

tut ion is still of great. sic;nif icance in the developing 

world and prevails in several States like Thailand, Nepal, 

Jordan, saudi Arabia, Morocco etc. Tunisia. als-6 had a 

monarchical institution in the form of ·~ • till that 

was abolished under the constitut.Jon. 

There nre certain economic insti'tut.ions like 

the trade unions, st.at.e enterprise, private enterprise 

etc. that influence even the developing States. Trade 

unionism is a child of industrialization. Great Britain 

which pioneereu indust riol development was also among the 

first to dt!Volop modern tr-ade unions. When trade unions 

were first. cro:;!ated in the liestern world they were often 

rec;arded as criminal organizat-ions, even if their exist.ence 

was tolerated, most of their act]viti€s were treated as 

unlnwful. 'l'ouay, ltOW('l':'or t.hoy ur(;l lc~jul on;,;ani:t..ationo. 

Starting under political guidance, the unions gradually 

acquired more status witbin the labour movEjllent as 

industrialization progressed. 24 ln the developing countries 

trade unions r:;layed a dual role. On the one hand they 

----------------
24 uavid L. Sills, lnternQi~l Ency~lop~~-Qf 

S oc.id 1 S cienq;_e, vol. lO {The Hacmillan Company and 
the Free Press}, p. 412. 
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protected tne interestfi of the working class. On the 

other hand, they became an inst1 ument in the national 

st.ruggle against foreign dominance. Hence the nat ional1~t 

movement and tho labour moVallent interacted in these 

countries. The UCTT of Tunisia, the U<.Jl'/, of Al<_;cr:ia 

and the U1T of Horocco were closely lj_nked to the neo

Destour Party, the FLJ.~ and the lstiqlal Party of Morocco 

respectively. 

'rhere 1s a close relationship between ·all these 

variables i.e. personality of a leader., environme-nt and 

the institutions. Change in environment brings about a 

new political leader and the leader generally creates 

new institutions and abol.ishes old ones to suit his 

personality, . environment and need for l~itimacy. This 

formulation can be best explained by analysing some 

cases like President Sukarno of Indonesia, Ayatollah 

Khomeini of Iran, N 'Krumah of (,hana and King Mahendra 

of Nepal. 

Indonesia was under the Dut.ch rule. The Japanese 

inflicted a defeat on the Dutch in 1942 and occupied 

the archipelago. Japanese rule on Indonesia was both 

ruthless and unefficient. By their frequent confiscation 

of food, their secret police method and their arbitrary 

beatinyiS, they caused tremendous social dislocation and 
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earned the intense hatred of the great mass of the Indo-

nesiana • 25 However, tbey promised l.ndonesian independence 

in the near •future'. On 17 August, 1945 Sukarno and 

Hatta proclaimed the Republic of Indonesia. There 

were certain changes in 1945 but ultimately Federal 

Republic of the United States of Indonesia was establi.shed 

on 27 December, 1949. sukarno was sworn in as its 

President.26 The period after December, 1949 is described 

as the period of 'liberal democracy•. lt can .be distin-

guished quite clearly from the •guided democracy' period 

which succeeded it. ln the former period, power was in 

t .. ne hands of the political parties.. Parliament was an 

inut itution of some authority. ln the years imnediately 

after 1949, political pOW€.r was shared mainly by the 

~~ and the natione:list. PNl. They were two larc;e 

parties in the temporary parliament1 the Masjumi having 

47 seats and tht! p;n 35 in an assembly of 234 members. 

ln addition, a larc;e number of smaller parties were 

able to wield p0\1er .27 The parties which had been 

I 

powerful in the previous eight years were, over years, 

25 George M. Kahin, §Qvernment anfl f9.11t1..ct.! },n 
~outh East Asg (New York., 1964), p. 204. 

26 Kahin, n. 25, p. 205. 

27 l bid • 1 p • 213 • 
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largely d8noralized and wjthout influence.28 It also 

coincided with ·sukarno •s quest for absolute p·ower. 

1 n l '159, P resj dent s ukarno and tr.e Cabinet decided 

to accept an anny pror-osal on the concrete forms to be 

given to •guided democracy•. President Sukarno re-enacted 

the revolutionary constitution by presidential decree on 

5 July, 1959 and thus dissolved the Assembly. 

As the 1945, constitution incorporat.ed the princi

ples of the pantjg ~i}a and made no reference to lelarn, 

its re-enactment meant that, an official end had been 

put to the long and acrimonious debate on the ideological 

foundations of the state. Also involved was a change 

from a parliamentary to a presidential system of government. 

Sukarno became both President and Prime Minister. The 

National Council was reconstituted to become the Suprane 

Advisory Cou:1cil and the National Planning Council was .. 

established. soon, there was a complete reorganization 

of regional government making it more aut.horitarian and 

contra 1 i st i c . 2 ':J .;~lso, number of other new political 

institutiona were lJrought into existence. An appointed 

Gotong Rojong (Hutual Aid) Parliament was established in 

June 1960, after President Suk:a.rrio had dissolved the 

28 

29 

Kahin, n. 25, P• 213. 

l bid • 1 P • 214 o 
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t:hen existing elected afu:;embly. A Nat.ional ~·ront waf.l also 

established in .August with a view to brjnging about 

closer cooperation between all groups, par·t ies and 

individuals who supported the political manifesto 

~President's Independence Day speech, interpreting the 

change i.e. more authoritarian and centralistic,. which 

was declared a::; the political manifesto). 30 

In November-December 1960, the inaugural meetin<d 

was held of the highest organ provided under the 194 5 

constitution; the People's Consultative At:.usernbly, o.r· 

more V recisely, of. the 8!JJ?Oint od i.nter 1m equivalent ot 

that assembly. lt endorsed an Eight-Year Over-all 

Development Plan which had been drawn up by the National 

Planning Council. 

The most important reason for Sukarno•s success 

in enhancing his confft itutional posit ion was that he was 

himself the strongest political force in Indonesia at 

that time. He claimed to be the principal leader of 

the nationalist revolution and was accepted as such by 

the Indonesians. As a politician he far surpassed all 

the rest in his personal magnetism and oratorical 

skill and this comLination of gifts gave him a mass 

following which none of his rivals could 

30 Kahin, n. 25, p. 215. 
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equal. 31 

Moreover, suka rno had thrown himself into the 

struggle for lntlonesjan liberation in thE~ late twent~es. 

Sukarno •s power rested on the fact that he alone 

possessed the ability to maintain a balance between 

conflicting cliques, conflictin<;J interests and conflicting 

re~ional aspirations. And he alone had been able to hold 

some sort of balance between tbe two most. powerful 

opp9sing groups- army and the Communist.Party.32 

Ayotullah Khomeini played a dominant role in the 

lranian revolution of 1979. Two factors explain Khomeini•s 

dec is iva role and widespread popularity.. The first was 

his personality, ut;i..:.cclully his aiwple way of life and 

his refusal to com,promise with a •satanic tyrant •. ln' 

a country in winch mc•:A politicians lived in luxury, 

Khomeini led a life as· austere as that of a sufi mu&t.ic 

and as devoid of material opulerne as that of the common 

people. 33 

31 Lennox A. Mills, Sguth iast As!a, lllusion and 
Resl,\ty in Polit igp ;and ~conomict? (London, 1964), 
p. 64. 

32 Keith Buchanan, The §o_uth E~~t Ap}.an Worl£ 
(London, 1967), p. 121. 

33 Ervand Abrahamian, lran Between Two Rs:volutj.QD.§. 
\New Jersey, 1982), p. 531. 
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~ im ilarly in a decade notorious for cynical 1 

corrupt 1 defeat 1st and in cons ist.ent politicians 1 Khomeini 

appeared to be tborouc;;hly sincere, defiant, consistent 

and, most important of all, incorrufJtible. ln brief 

be was a charit>rrlat ic revolutionary leader ·at a time when 

such leaders were in t;hort supply and in g-reat. demand .34 

'l'he second factor that e:xplaina Khomeini's promi

nence is his astuteness, in part. icular, his ability to 

rally behind him a wide spectrum of political and social 

forces. In his fifteen years of exile, he carefully 

avoided making public pronouncanents, esp~cially writ.ten 

ones, on issues that would alienate segments of the 

opposition. ln denouncing the regime, Khomeini promised 

to liberate the country from foreign domination, extend 

freedom to all political parties even •atheistic' and 

bring social ju&tice to all, particularly to the 

bazaaris. 35 

Khaneini moreover won over diverse social groups, 

each of which saw in him its lcng avait.ed savior. To 

the petty bourgeoise, he was not only the sworn enemy of 

the dictatorship but also the guardian of private 

34 Abrah~nian, n. 33, pp. 531-32. 

35 Ibid., P• 532. 
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property; to the intell:i£ent.sia, he appeared, despite 

his clerical ga-rb, to be a militant nationalist, and to 

the urban workers he was a man of the people, eager to 

enforce social justice.36 

The outcome of the revolution of 1979 was.the 

predeminance of clergy in power, with Khomeini as the 

head of the state. Clericai constitution was drawn, 

replacing the State judiciaey with Sharia courts and 

denouncing Western concepts such as democracy as heretical. 

In fact the Islamic revolution was uni~e in the annals 

of modern world history, in that- it brought to power not 

a new social group equipped with political parties and 

ideologies but a traditional clergy armed witb mosque, 

pulpits and claiming the divine right to supervise all 

temporal authorities. 37 

'l'hu most notor.loua at.~pect of Khomeini•s new aet-up 

which had at t:rnctou the widest oondemnlltion wae the 

institution of the so called Islamic courts. These 

courts combined tvro functions s judging the culprits 

on the basis of the Islamic legal oode, based, among 

other things, on the Sharia, and more iroportant than 

that, the functions of a "revolutionary court" sitting 

36 Abrahamian, n. 33, P• 532. 

37 Ibid. I p. 530. 
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on judgement on the power elite belonging to the erstwhile 

regime. They were charged with torture,· massacare of 

people, treason and corruption. The arrests were arbi-

trary. The trials devoid of all norms of well established 

judicial procedures. ~~ore than 150 persons were reported 

to have been executed by these courts. Such trials 

evoked protest not only from outside but also from within 

1 ran. This in result led to a halt to such trials before 

the Harch referendum, but once the votes were counted 

the courts renewed their function. T h<;>ugh there was no 

overt criticism of these trials in lran, yet the Iranians 

looked upon than as a symtol of political execution 

rather than as a symbol of revolutionaey justice. 38 

lran, since the revolution, was' not only pro-

but: also, undor thC! new constitution, the eloctod 1nst1-

tut ions like Parliament and tbe president played a 

subordinate role to non-elected institutions like the 

Wali Faqih and the Council of Guardians (Khaneini was 

accepted as the Uali Faqih in Article 107) • The Iranian 

President played a role secondary to the leader, and 

could act as a link between the legislature, the 

38 K.R. Singh, lrS:ln QueEt for Security (New Delhi, 
1981) 1 PP o 386-87 o 
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executive and the judiciary (Article 113). 

The new Parliament too had been elected. The 

Islamic Republican Party got substantial seats, while 

the opposition was divided. Yet the appointment of the 

Prime Minister was delayed. Thus Iran after the 

revolution was a country having parallel administrations. 

The formal ad'ninistratite apparatus with its conventional 

bureaucratic base, was ineffective. But the parallel 

apparatus, based upon the clergy-dominated committee 

syt~tan, that operated during the last days of the 

monarchy, continued to function even afterwards. 39 

Thus in brief one can say, that it was a coml:;li-

nat ion of permanent and tanpora ry forces that brought 

the clergy to power. 'I' he petmanent ones include the 

Shia culture of the urban masses, and the recent socio-

economic changes that have swept away the powerful 
I 

tribal chiefs and. the large landlords. The tenporal 

factors that account for clerical ascendancy include 

the charismatic personality of Khomeini, the intense 

aversion felt by the public for the Shah, and the 

organisational handicaps that the regime had placed for 

39 K .H. s ingh, I ran Quest fgr S~curity (New Delhi, 
1980) 1 pp • 425-26 • 
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a quarter of a century on the secular political 

parties. 

N 'Krumah returned to the Gold Coast. {Ghana) in 

December 1947 after a twelve-year absence in A.rnerica and 

Britain. He was in fact. called back. N 'Krumah was 

successful as a politician mainly because. he devoted 

his whole time and energy to politics and identified 

himself with the people whose support he. counted upon to 

win him the power he sought. He collected the youth 

around him and fostered their cause. ln July 1949, 

N 'Krumah was dismissed as Secretary General of the UGCC. 

Had it not been for the youth to help him, it would have 

been the end of his career. The youth encouraged him 

to constitute the Convention People's Party.40 

J\noth"'r attribute of N 'Kruuah that helped to 

raise him above his political opponents was his· quickness 

in sensing a political situation and his instinctive 

knowledge of how to take advanta~e of opportune movements. 

N•Krumah was singularly hard working. He could work 

days and nights without any thought of food or drink 

until the task at hand was complete. Even The _I,!!!!£§. 

40 I .T. Peter Omari, KWQI!l~ N 'Krumah - The AnS~Jgn_y 
of an African Dictst-orsh}Q {London, 1970), p. 36. 
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(London) of 24 May, 1949, reported of N•Krumah as a 

'single-minded and hard-working fanatic', who was a~i

tating for self-government within the year.41 He was 

ant i-lmperialist, anti-colonialist, anti-racialist. 

N •krurnah changfld Ghana and its institutions to 

suit his own ima~e and likeness; but he chose it to do 

it the 'legal' way; which was the way he had always done 

things; first to undermine the existing institutions 

and then to offer alternative and apf!arently more 

42 
realistic proposals. 

N 'Krumah OrQaniz.ed tbe uc,cc as a political party 

and lat.er turned his talonta to t.he formation and 

or9nnization of the Convention People •s Party. After 

independence, he was intent on seeing that bi!l own 

political party should remain st1ong enouc;h to see him 

Prime Minister and later President of a Republican Ghana. 
I 

There were about 61 affiliates to the CPP. 43 

N 'Krurnah considered parliament as the most 
r 

important single instrument for political expression. 

Certain acts like the Anti-discrimination Act and the 

-----·---·--
41 umari, n.4o, Jlp. 38-40. 

42 Ibid., p. 58. 

·~3 lbid., P• 58. 
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Ghana Constitution i~oct were passed. 'rhe lihana Constl

t ution Act, gave n 'Krumah near-absolute powers. The 

Preventive Detention Act, virt.ually abolished Habeas 

Corpus and enabled ~l'h.rurnah • s re£1me, with tho assistance 

of the supreme court, to detc.tin citizens without trial 

. d k L f f d d . t . 44 ,.:m so rna e a mocl\.ery o ree em an · Jus -lee. 
·' 

Despite his quest for near dictatorial po~~rs, 

N 'Krumah, retained his leadership and legitimacy for a 

long time by projecting the image of a revolutionary 

leader at home and abroad, especially by prcmot ing the 

cause of African unity. 

On 18 February, 1955, the ailing King Tri.bhuvan 

of Nepal issued a procl<tmation dissolving the Regency 

Council and vesting all f.:oyol powers in the Crown Prince. 

on 2 March, Crown Prime Mahendra accepted the resignation 

of the government. Kin~ Trjbhuvan died on 13 March, 

1955. In the next four or fiVe years these important 

political institutions were eroded, especially that of 

the multi-party syst~. 

ln February 1959, King Mahendra announced the 

replacement of the l nterilll government of Nepal Act of 

---~-·-------

44 umari, n. 40, pp. 67-70. 
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1951 by a new system under which the King retained 

supreme executive power and extensive discretionary 

and emergency po\lere .• 

The royal takeover of 15 December, 1960, initiated 

a new phCise of direct Falace rule which had been put 

into effect during the l.'Ost--Rana r,eriod between 1951 and 

1959. The political model that was adopted in Nepal 

after the change in 1950-51 was that of Parliamentary 

democracy under the aegis of a constitutional monarch. 

After 1960, the multi-party Parliamentary system was 

publicly disallowed by King Mahendra, and l~AOcbay£1tl 

8.aj was substitut.ed instead. 45 

'l' he .ta.i.illl!!! or U~D!10.!! waa the L radit i.onal in at 1-

tution of individual or group audience with the ruler 

to secure direct just ice and a quick redress of grievanc£~s. 

The practice of sa lam or Darshan in its traditional form 
I 

and spirit, was subtly resuscitated by.King Mahendra's 

much talked about tours in the countryside for vopular 

contact {Jana Saulpal·ka) and mobilisation of tbe masses. 

Pajani or annual renewal of service was an old 

institution (of Rana des.potism}. ln addition to the 

45 Rishikesh Shaha,, Essays in the Pract!.£~ 
Q~nment in Nepal (New Delhi, 1982}, p. 20. 
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above institutions, special tribuncils, reminiscent of 

the S.tar Chamber and Courts of Commission in Tudor 

England became the order of the day. 46 .The Palace 

Secretariat once a<]ai"l bec,lffie the nerve centre of the 

· adninistrat.ive and political structure as it was during 

the Rana period. The renewal and prevalence of the 

traditional vractices during the post 1960 _era led many 

serious minded observers to believe t.hat ·what Kin~: Mahendra 

had att~pted since 1960 was to i.notitutional!ao personal 

rule within the Panchayat i framework. 47 

A brief study of the developing countries, t~us 

reveals that unlike the developed countries whose socio

economic and political institutions have.taken deep roots, 

the newly emer<;ing states are yet to reach that stage of 

relat.ive stability. Hence, variables like personality, 

environment, institutions, and their m_utual interaction 

plays a vital role in the evolution of the nation. 

4 6 ::i ha ha , n • 4 5 , p • 2 2 • 

4 7 ;; ha ha, n • 4 5 ; p • 2 2 • 
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BA Sl? OF BOURGUIBA 1 S POWER 



Chapter ll 

Tunisia is a small count.ry, one twentieth the size 

of Sudan (Africa's lo rc;est) • It has a long· history. It 

also ,has a c;Jeo~raphical position that is very impoltant 

in the Mediterroncan Horld for it· too havt.' been permitted 

peaceful development as a small State •1 

History of Tunisia is closely bound up with that 

of North Jurica as a whole, that is to say with the destiny 

of the Berbers, who were the earliest known inhabitants 

of the country, apart from the 12re-historic peoples who 

had left traces of tbt:lffiselves in the sett-lements of Gafsa. 

lt was mainly through Tunisia that other races penetrated 

into North West Africa and, in Tunisia itself, many 

decisive battles were fought. 2 

Within tht:l i~rab-Berber populatj.on of North Africa, 

Tunisians ar~ practically a separate nation• Paradoxically 

they are more diverse and yet also homogeneous than even 

the Somalis who are a distinct ethnic group. The ethnic 

1 William ~rtman, Government and Politics in 
Northern Africa (London, 1964), p. 66. 

2 Nevill Barbour, ed., /} Su~ of Ngr_th W~~-Afris;_s 
(London, 1959), p. 295. 
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unity of Somalia ha~ been broken by regional and tribal 

rivalries, by traditional life and by colonial rule. 

lt needs rebuilding in modern terms to provide a durable 

reality. The unity of Tunisia ht'UJ been reotlBt by e 

fusion of the mult 1-et bnic invading ~roups including the 

Berbers, Pboenicianf>, .komans, Greeks, Arabs, 'l'urks and 

even French and l talia ns. 3 

In antiquity, Carthage was the capital city for 

thirteen centuries under the Phoenicians, the Carthagians, 

the Romans, the Vandals and Byzantines. Throughout that 

period it owed its prosperity and fame, principally to 

the Carthagians and the Romans. From time to time, 

however 6 the native (Berber) population asserted its 

indepen donee and succeeded in forming ephemeral k.inlJdoms 

such as those of Massinissa, Jugurtha and Juba~ 4 

The three Punic Wars ( 264-241 BC, 218-201 BC and 

149-146 BC) ended in the utter destruction of the cartha~ian 

Empire and its incorporation within the Roman Empire. 

However, Cartha~e was rebuilt by Emperor Augustus and 

intensive colonization brou~ht a new prosperity to it. 

The city was lost to the Vandals, to be recovered by 

3 ~artrnan, n. l, p. 66 e 

4 Barbour, n. 2, p. 295. 
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the Byzantine Empire in 533-34. 

Arab control was established in North Afr-ica with 

the conquest of carthage in 698 and the foundation of 

Tunis. lslam spread rapidly amongst the Berbers. 5 

The Arab lslamic rule was full of internal turmoil 

though some influent ia 1 dynasties like the Umnayad 1 Aghlabid, 

Fatinud and al No harned ruled out the rec;ion. lt was tbe 

period of cultural renaisance in the Arab world which 

inf lucncad ~urope al~o. After the f ifteonth century, 

Tunisia like tho Na~ht·ob, wav cau<Jht in the atru{Jgle for 

sUpremacy between tlle Ottoman Empire and Spain. 

Spanish troops ousted the Turks and restored 

Tunis and its port, La Goulette, to the Hafrids in 1535. 

By ass Ulling a protectorate over the debilitated monarchy, 

Spain assured itself of a friendly government in the 

barrows linking the western and eastern basis of the' 

Mediterranean. The Hapsbur~s well knew that any escalation 

of Ot. toman-Span ish warfare would make the control of 

the straits between Tunisia and Cicely of the utmost 

importance. Musl~n corsairs, equally attuned to the 

area •s strate<;,~ic si<;nif .icance, set about creating bases 

5 The Middle East and No.rth Afr1£s, 1987, 
(London, 1986l, p. 776, .• 
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on Tarba and other former Bafsid territories during the 

1540s. 6 succeeding t.hree decades saw a struggle for 

power between tl1e Ottoman~:» on the one hand and Spain on 

the other with the lc1cal Arabs trying to use one against 

the other to retain their power and position. 

ln 1574, an Ottoman expeditJon f.innlly put an end 

to the Spanish power in Tuni& and to the Bafsid dynasty 

itself. In fact, the Ottoman rule ~uring this period was 

nominal and <;rew weaker as time passed. The semi

independent Tunisian rulers for their part continued to 

play off the Ottoman power against the European stc.tes. 

At the be9inning ( 1590-1640), Tunisia was governed by 

military chiefs (deys) whose position was buttressed 

by Turkish garrison •7 Ncminally unde1· the Ottoman rule, 

Tunisia was in practice independent of tbeTurk.s. 

Government was in the hands of the Bey and his advisers •8 

The doyz::J controlled the citie£'. with r{'llatjve eaac but 

nstJi c;.!n~~d t. he wuro difficult. task of rna intai ning order 

and security j;-1 rural r~ion to an official calle!d the 

6 Kenneth J. Perkins, Tunis.i.9,S.£.Qpsro2.2£ Qf_ihe 
Islamic and EUfQI-?ean vlorldq (Colorado, .1986), 
p. 52. 

7 C.wendolen 11. Carter, ed., African One Pa!!:Y_States 
(~ew York, 1962), PP· 19-20· 

8 Wilfrid Knapp, Tunisia (London, 1970), P· 87. 
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bey. 

Husain ftn Ali, claimed the title of the bey in 

1705 after leading the Tunifiian resistance to the Algerjan 

invasion. The Sultan •s bE!Stowal of the title of pasha 

on Hussain in 1708 acknowledged his position and gave 

him the important seal of Ottoman legitimacy. 9 

After the Ni.lpoleonic wars and Harn.uda •s deat·h in 

1814, there was a violent power struggle between rival 

branches of the Husa~id family, and this gave the 

Europeans an opportunity to take the political and economic 

offensive after 1815. The powers began by curbing the 

corsairs. By 1830, France occupied Algeria. 10 

Ahnod Br,j• rtasumod t h~ thronu in 1837-55. He· waa 

succeeded by Huhanm1ad D~ ( 1855-59), who prefe1 red to 

distance himself f 1om the Europeans, wit.b whom he tbouc;ht 

Ahmad had consorted too freely and their philosophies •11 

Muhammad al-Sadiq Bey (1859-82) forcefully promul-

gated a constitution in 1861. It established a consti-

t ut ional monarchy w.i t.h the bey • s ministers responsible 

to the Grand Council - a newly elected legislative body 

9 P er k ins , n • 6 , p • 61 • 

10 lbid., P· 64. 

11 1 bid • 1 p • 7 3 • 
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whose sixty members the ruler himself named. 12 

By the middle of the 19th century Tunisia had a 

decayed economic life and its archaic political regime 

was in acute financial difficulties. Thus it became an 

obvious field for Eurovean expansion. The econcmic life 

whithered until it barely sufficed to keep tbe population 

above starvation level. Moreover, a severe crisis arrived 

'in the 1860s when aft.er a new tax levy, a serious revolt 

broke out in 1864. Desperate for money, the Finance 

Hinistar floated loans fxom European bankers. Tunisia 

was given loans at jnterest rate of 12 to 15 per cent. 

This weakened the country even more. An international 

13 scramble was goin~ on in Europe. ln such conditi.ons, 

a reform movement was organized in Tunisia. 

One of the most significant aspects in the history 

of that epoch was the awareness of the Tunisian gove,rnment, 

under the guidance of the statesman Khair al-Din, that 

the best way to resist European designs would be through 

a overhaul of the anacbronist ic state machinery and by 

an enlightened leadership of the nation towdrds real 

12 Perkins, n. 6, p. 74. 

13 Barbour, n. 2, p. 298. 
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progress which had given the West its ascendancy • 14 

Khair al-Din Pasha was a reformer, who had been deeply 

;affected by the principles and the thought of the French 

Revolution. He was co·nvinced that the East must abandon 

its tyrannical fonns of ~overnrnent. A contunporary of 

the last phase of the Na,lJoleonic era, he had seen for 

himself the plight of Alc.toria and the collapse of the 

resistance offered by Amir Abel al-C.Cadir. Khair al-lHn 

was firmly convinced that the great danger was not posed 

by European attack a~ainst the country. Rather, it was 

to be found in the f:;Ocial and moral diseases that had 

plaQued the country and sapped its vitality. Khair al-Din 

studied the new laws and organizational set up introduced 

by Turkey. 15 He had also listened to the views of 

such great Ottoman reformers as Fu •ad Muhammad Pasha 

and Rashid 'Ali. Pasha. The reformers had been endeavouring 

to relax the absolutist. regime in the Ottoman Empire· 
I 

and to replace it by a new Ottoman constitution, based 

upon the Italian constitution of Cavour. Those were 

the enlightened and proyressive views which had found 

14 Alal. al Fasi, The lndependenc~ Movernen~~a ;t.n j\rab 
North Africa (This work is complete translation of 
al - Harakat al - lstiqtaliyah fi al ~ Maghrib al -
Arabi by Stal al Fasi, published by Matbd• ah al
Risalah, Cairo, 1948) (London, l954J, p. 41. 

15 Fasi, n. 14, P• 41. 
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their highest enbodiment in the c;;:re-at Ot taman ccnst it ut 1onal 

reformer, Midhat Pasha. Khair al-Din wrote a book 

enbodying his views on constitutional and other reforms. 16 

The Tunisian reformer attempted to implement. ·his 

progressive views in Tunisia. His attempts, were foiled 

by two major obst.acles. The first was the authoritarian 

regime of Prime Ninister Mustapha Khazindar, who had 

ruled Tunisia for 34 years, the second obstacle to reform 

was posed by the religious sheikhs who enjoyed absolute 

sway over the mente; lity of t.he people. Khair al-Din 

-did all he could to weaken the power of Khaz.indar, but 

to no avail. He became convinced that the only way to 

do so was to win t.he sympathy of. the §~· With this 

end in vie,.,, he introduced to the court of ~~ a youth 

named N ust.apha ibn Ismo il. The youth succeeded in 

winning favour with the Bey and in 1nf luc:!nciny his actions. 

&ventually, Khair al-Din was able to exert influence
1
in 

the court and he converted the Bey to the plan for a 

constitutional government. ln 1867 the new constitution 

of the Kingdom of Tunisia was proclaimed. This bold 

act was the most effective stef' towards rejuvenating 

the Tunisian sta.te and ensw:·ing its protection. 17 

16 Fasi, n. 14, p. 41. 

17 Ibid., PP• 41-42. 
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liuropec~n powers, with designs on Tunisia, were 

not too pleased over such a constructive endeavour. 

18 They resorted to various means of sabota~e. The repre-

sentat i ves of F ranee a r.d 1 ta1y, who had hitherto been 

advocating the establishnent of a dynamic system in Tunisia, 

now openly voiced their 9overnment 's oppositl.on to the 

refo.tm. They were supported by the other signatories 

of the Paris Treaty of 1856 which had ·concluded the 

Crimean liar and established the .§t£ltyt?--9UQ in the East. 

The colonial powers through incitements succeeded in 

arousing the people themselves against tl-.1e new constitution. 

The new constitution, thus remained ink on paper.l9 

Although Khair al-Oin was anxious to promote 

western knowlt10.ge, he reltkained a devout Nuslim. As such, 

he saw merit in stren~tbening the connection between the 

bey and the sultan, thereby contributing to unify in9 a 

Muslim world beset by external pressures. He also hoped 

that a revival, of the links between Tunis and lstanbul 

would tie the issue of Tunisia's int~ornational status to 

the broader ·~mstern Uuot;t.ion • ond preclude a ~urOIJeun 

take over for atleast as len~ as the empire lasted. 

This thinkin~ led him t_o close relationship with.Great 

18 Fasi, n. 14, p. 42. 

19 lbid., P• 42. 
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Britain. 20 

He was a great landowner w:ith considerable financial 

connections and interests. Eis financial transact:ion.s 

rJI:'O ught him into league wit b M. Theodore Roustan, French 

Consul General, who was himself an ac;;gressive financial 

manipulator. Thus, he aroused both public opinion and 

the Bey .against him and he was removed from the Cabinet 

21 
On 21 July 1 1877 • 

When Abd al-Hamid succeeded to the throne, he 

appointed Khayr al-Din Pasha as his Prime Minister, as 

Al:xl al-Hamid was h1.roself interested in constitutional 

reforms. 22 After one year of effort., he found himself 

in headlon{; collis:ion with two obstacles, the first was 

the inflexibility of the ottomans in their approach to 

and understandin<; of lslamic jurisprudence and the second 
' 

was the vaccillation of Abd al-Hamid who chose to retreat 

to the traditional wc.ys of ~,overnment, as they had existed 

in the days of his predecessors. Khair al-Din was 

forced to withdraw but remained in constantinople until 

20 Perkins, n. 6, p • 82. 

21 Faai, n. 14, P· 42. 

22 lbid., p. 43. 
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his death. 23 Though he <hd not. fully succeed in his 

aspirations, Khair al-Uin Pasha ,E.;layed a major role in 

introducing modern liberal thought institutions and 

education in Tunisia. He did not succeed because the 

; socio-economic and political conditions of Tunisia were 

not ripe for such a modernization. But for bis efforts 

he is acknowled~ed as the father of Tunisian nationalism. 

Despite the efforts made by Khair al-Din Pasha Tunisia 

was not saved. At the Con~ress of Berlin in 1878, Lord 

Saljabury infolrnEJd the French that they could have 

Tunis, if England <:_:ot Cyprus. ln lBel, the French troops 

. 24 
entered Tunis. 

ln 1881, the Bey Nubarrunad Sadoq {al Sadiq) signed 

a treaty at Kaser said autborizin~ France to occupy 

Tunisia militarily and to take char~e of foreign affairs 

end finance. Two yours later, on 8 ·June, 1883, a 

further Convention \..ras signed at Nersa which placed•the 

internal sovereignty of Tunisia also under French 

. i 25 superv J.s on. 

-----------------
23 F aai, n • 14, p • 43 • 

24 Lorna Hahn, North Africa ~ional!§rn t2 
Ngt.,!onhQQ.S! \\llashin<Jton, D.C., 1960), pp. 4-5. 

25 Barbour, n. 2, p. 299. 
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Supervision very soon turned into more or less 

direct adni'1istrntion. Lc.rge modern departments were 

c.r;eated and directed by Frenchnen - Finance, Public Works, 

Public Instruction, Atriculture, Commerce, Health and 

Justice. This administration, acting in the name of the 

Tunisian sovereign but in fact under the direction of the 

Resident General, le~islated and created oz·gans of govern

ment and became all powerful. 26 

F ranee further succeeded in persuading other 

European pouers to surrender t bei r capi.t ulat ions in favour 

of the French tribunals which were given competence in 

all cases in which a European was involved.27 

ln order to satisfy the aspirations of this French 

community, princir"ul humon·l.iJJ£1ltico, includinQ flcodvm 

of press, rights of meeting, of free speech and of form1n<;.J 

associations were guarant.eed to them. They were also 

granted certain representative institutions. These 

privileges were gradually extended to the Tunisians 

-as we11. 28 

26 Barl::our, n. 2, p. 299. 

27 1 b i<.l • , p • 299 • 

28 I bid., p. 299. 
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By allowin~ the French colony to participate in 

the direction of l'ublic affajrs, the French prote!ctvrote 

was tending to establh;h a joint Franco-'runislan 

soverei.gnty. 29 

T he Nat ion a 1 ist !J.Q.Y£Jrle n t Aft . .§.!": 
the o ccupat iQ!l s 

The French consolidated their hold upon Tunisia. 

A national movement at that time drew inspiration from 

the reformist movement in l slam and was organized under 

the leadership of Sheikh Muharrrnad al~enus1. 30 A depu.-

tation was selected to convey to the Bey a pet.ition 

signed by people from varioue. stJ ota of society protestins.J 

the i.mposition of direct French rule upon the land. The 

leader of the dele~at-ion sheikh Senusi, was however, soon 
. 31 
deported. 

Two years later, a new religious leader, Sheikh 
. I 

al..Makki ibu Azuz of the ~aytunah Salafiyah ulemas, 

launched a campaign a<;:ainst the stagnant attitutes and 

policies of tho.se theologians who had effectively resisted 

the reforms of Kha1r al-Din and his successora .32 To 

29 Barbour, n. 2, P• 299. 

Jo Fasi, n. 14, pp. 44-45. 

31 Ibid., P• 45. 

32 Ibid., P• 45. 
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sheikh •Ayuz belonged the credit for havin~ formed a 

circle of en li9ht. ened ulemas which included the renounced 

Sheikh 'Abd al-Aziz al - Tha - ali.bi. Sheikh l•laaki 

emigruted to Lhe ~CJvt wl,cre he remained till hi& death. 

But the €Jllightened views which he had implanted in his 

pupils cont inueu to flour ish. 
33 

In 1888, the salafiya sympath&siers in Tunis, began 

';?ublishing al - Hadira, a newspaper dedicated to promoting 

social change within an lslamic framework. Because the 

paper stressed the ~mportance of adopting Western concefJts, 

the French authorities viewed it as a potential bridge 

· between the two communities and provided al-Hadira with 

a government subsidy which continued until it ceased 

publication in 1910. 34 

The oalafiya group established an educat:ional 

organization called the Khalduniyya in 1896, named after 
I 

the fourteenth century Tunisian scholar lbn Khaldun. lt 

offered Arabic l~n<:,.ua~e institution in a wide variety of 
-s 

modern subjects.j 

33 Fasi, n. 14, p. 45. 

34 Perkins, n. 6, p. 92. 

35 Perkins, n. 6, p. 93. 
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In 1907, a •Young Tunisian Partye was. founded; 

this urged the· right of the Tunisians to mana<je their 

own affairs. 36 

The Young Tunif•ian, enunciated the views of only· 

a handful of their compatriots but their visibility 

;gam ered them oppo f3 H ion f rem seve ra 1 quarters • Few 

colons approved of their demands to make modern education 

more widely available to Tunisians. The French feC!red 

that such a policy v:ould force them to compete with 

Tunisians who would c;,ualify the jobs previously reserved 

37 for them. Under pressure fran the colons, the Tunisian 

government closed a nwnbt:r of Franco-Arab schools. 

However, to bring the plight of the Younc; Tunisians 

to the attention of a wider audience, a praninent reformer 

named Ali Bash Hamba started a French Langu?.ge newspaper, 

~§ Tun,:i§.i~.!!· in 1907. Le T~n.!.§..~en, focussed sharply in 

educational matters. Ali Bash Hamba and his associates 

paid less at tent ion than their predecessors f 1·om al-Hadira 

and the Khalduniyya to Tunisia•s Araba-lslamic heritage. 

Their fascinc.1tion was with the West and their ideas about 

36 Col in Legum, bf r i.£§_;...l:!sn dboQ.k_ to the ~ont in~t 
\London, 1961), P• 55. 

37 Perkins, n. 6, p. 93. 
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the rule of relision ·in the modern world threatened and 

frightened the conservative ulema. The relis;ious establish...:· 

ment especially resented critici&ms of the zaituna curri

culum. The anta\:onism of the two groups peaked in 1910 

when the Young Tunisj ~.ns supfJO rt ed a student strike, 

at Aait unu demanding the introduct lon of a more modern 

course of studies. 38 

~ventually the Protectorate Administrators also 

soured on the Young Tunisians, whose militant pursuits of 

severa 1 causes aliemated the authorities. Two incidents 

in 1911 illustrated that the Young Tunisians were far from 

renouncing their interest in lslam. The first was a campaiyn 

the Young Tuniuic.no oq,~nn;ized to sand flfd to TdL.JOlitaninn 

MUBlims in the wake of the ltalian invasion. The second 

was a riot of the Jcllaz Cemetery in Tunis. Muslims 

::eared that d city-ordered survey and registration would 

def iie the burial <;;rounds and ultimately lead to the' 

expropriation of the land for other purposes. 39 

Whereas the war in Tripolitania caused anti-Italian 

feelin9s to run high amon<J Tunisians, the Jellaz incident 

nurtured increased antipathy toward the French• When 

---------
38 Perkins, n. 6, pp. 93-94. 

39 l bid • 1 fl • 94 • 
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an Italian tram driver accidently ran down a Tunisian 

child in 1912, the Young T u~isians organi~ed a boycott 

of the trams. The conditions for ending the boycott 

included the removal cf l t alian workers and the pranise 

that Tunisian tram workers would receive the same pay 

as the European collea~ues. · The Protectorate officials 

were worried over this. AEJ a result the government 

ordered the arrest of their leaders, many of whom were 

exiled and emergency was declared in the country. The 

Young Tunisian movement did not recover from this blow. 40 

Also, evf3nts took a new and more dramatic turn after 

the First llorld War when the nationalist movement .was 

organized on a sound footing. 

The nationalists in 1920 organized the first 

effective Tunisian political party called the l>estour. 

sheikh Abd al-.l~ziz Taalbi was it.s or~anizer and prjme 

mover. 1'he thesis of al Taalbi 'B pamphlet (,(.a Tunit:de 

Martyre} was that the Tunisian people were now mentally 

matured and the time had come to <;,rant these people, 

qas i . independence, through a constitution. 41 Because 
I 

of its emphQ5is upon con.tit1tutionalism, it chose Dest.our, 

40 Perkins, n. 6, pp. 94-95. 

41 B. Rivlin, WI'unician Nationalist Mov~ent$ Four 
Decades of Evolution .. , Migdle ~a~!:_Jou!.!liti, 
vol. 6, no. 2, 1952, P· 169. 
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meaning constitution as its name. The emphasis on .Destour 

or the constitution also referred to the 1857 constit.ution 

of Tunisia that Wus ~ranted under the pressure of Khair 

al-Din Pasha. The constitution·, therefore, would 

'·-::reassert the independence of Tunisia and elections would 

provide a role for Tunisians to influence decisions in 

their favour. Hence the focus on constitution or 

Destour. 

The llestour coalesced around a nucleus of 

bourgeois merchants, artit;sns, middle-and lower-middle 

level ulema, and community leaders,- moe:t of them from 

Tunis. These were indi vi c.iua la whom the protectorate had 

adversely affected, robbing than of thG economic power 

and political and social influence they had once 

enjoyed. 42 Accotdin~ to one writer, despite their set

backs, they had never stopped thinking of themselves as 

the backbone of Tunisian society. I They had bridled at 

the Young Tunisians claim to interpret Tunisia for the 

French and w~xe offended bV the eagerness of the 

Western educated whom they seemed as social climbers to 

assimilate European concepts thansel ves and to ur<;e 

their acceptance on others. They had little sense 

-----------------
42 Perkins, n. 6, p. 98. 
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of the realities of Tunisian life beyond the boundaries 

of their own clCiss. Their goal was not to spark a 

revolution but to find a mechc.nism to protect the few 

privileges remaininc; to them after nearly half a century 

of French rule, and perhaps in time to restore other. 

Thus the Destour appeared, as a party, unlikely to attract 

43 popular support. 

-·' ' 

The Destour pro£ ranune, however, demanded "the 

emancipation of the Tunisian people f.tom the bonds of 

slavery• and set down the following nine-point prograrrrne 

for its achiev~ent - creation of a deliberative assembly 

composed of Tunisian and French deputies possessing ec~al 

rights and elected by universal suffrage; responsibility 

of the government to the assembly; separation of legis

lative, judicial and e>-:ecutive powers; official posts to 

capable Tunisians; equal pay for Tunisian and French 

officials perfo.rmin~ equal work; elective municipal 1 

councils; compulsory pr iJnary education in Arabic; 

participation of Tun is ian a in the acquisition of crown 

lands and of lands for colonization; freedom of pres& 

d 'bl 44 an assem y. 

43 Perkins, n. 6, pp. 98-99. 
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~ver since its fonnulation in 1920, this program 

has served, with certain modifications~ as the core of 

nationalists d.anands. lt cannot be said that the natio

nalists had succeeded in getting any one of thef'e 

demands petrnanently accepted. All Destour ian efforts 

to stimulate French act ion on this program failed and 

Taalbi -t'ient into voluntary exile in protest a<;;;ainst French 

inaction. soon his exile became involuntary as the French 

pursued a tough policy with the nationalif.ta .. 45 

By th!l midole of the 1920s the nationuliat movE:1nent, 

weokcnod by loss of leadership and repressive French 

policy, declined and fell into inactivity, and it was 

not until the earlv thirties on the occasion of the 

celebration of the 5oth anniversary of the establishment 

of the k"' ranch pr<.ll t1<.:l() rut.t' over,'!' un i L£ ia, that t:hcre was 

a revival in nationalist activity. 

Characteri:.dng the nationalist resurgence was 

its growing ident.ification with tl-1e masses. A reli~ious 

issue first aroused popular support for the nationalists. 

A-French Law of 1923 offered French citizenship to 

qualified Tunisians. ln conjunction with religious 

leaders, the nationalists launched an inten8e campai~n 

45 Rivlin, B., n. 41, p. 170. 
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against French naturalization, which was condemned as an 

act inconsistent \·:ith the true tenets of Islam. ln fact 

naturalization was con~;idered in the eyes of many Muslims 

as heresy since it invc>lved the acceptance of French 

law and the jurisdiction of Fzench Courts in place of 

lslamic law andHuslim CoUlts. 46 

Upto this time, nothing had generated so much 

anti-French fel~ling as this campaign, which reached its 

climax in mass demonstrations and violence over the burial 

of naturalized Tunisians in Muslim cemetries. Feeling. 

was so strong amon~ 'l'unisians that tbe French were able 

to resolve the controversy only by the creation of separate 

cemetries for the Muslims who had accepted French natura.li-

~ation since normal Tunisian cemet.ries were forbidden to 

them. 47 

Yet the nationalist movement as a whole was full 
I 

of conftlsion and false starts. The Destour party itself 
I 

had no clear plan of action. l t lacked the nerve and 

the resources to be an out and out revolutionary party 

vowed to the overthz·o\'1 of the Protectorate. lt lacked 

the political acumen to make political capital out of 

46 R 1 v 1 in, B • , n . 41, p • 17 0. 

47 lbid., P• 170· 
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otherwise trivial incidentse lt drew up a lon£ list of 

'demands' and then rested its case. Although its branch 

organizations spread in the 1920s it· was ineffective .in 

buildinQ widespread popular feeling into a mass party. 48 

Other forces were also competing with the Destour 

P<i'\rty. The French tr.nde union or{ianization, the cGr, ~till 

at t hif4 time a socj al j sl, not comrnun if;t. or~anizat jon, 

assumed that Tunisian \vorkers, would join the French Unions, 

without trying very hard to flersuade than to do so. 

Suddenly in 1924 an independent Tunisian union emerged,. 

to be suppressed by the protectorate. 49 · Rapidly a 

Confederation generale des trava1lle.!:!..rD¥1~.!~ was 

formed. It secured the adherence of dock workers, 

municipal employees and others. The weakness of the 

Dest.our was amply demonstrated by its aloofness from 

this flowering of national working class_ or-ganization •50 

Another point of its weakness was that from its 

inception the Destour Party was perhaps more of a movement 

than a political party. lt encompassed within it various 

shades of opinion; relic;;ious, traditionalists and Western 

modernist-s. lt is not surprising, therefore, that differin<;J 

--------------------
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viewpoints and rifts should result. By 1934, it proved 

impossible to contain all the factions within the single 

body. 51 In March 1934 the final break came and the 

N eo Destour Party was formed at a historic conference 

held at Ksar Hellal, under the leadership of Habib 

Bou rgu i ba • 

The aestour party continued to operate and convened 

u confer<;,nco on 12 May, 1933, at the party club in Uiam 

al - Jabal. Tho followin<:J manifesto was iBtlUed at tbe 

conclusion of the conference, "the objective of the party's 

political activity is tbe liberation of the Tunisian people 

and the attainment of a r:;ocial and stable system of 

government throu<Jh a constitution that preserves tbe 

Tunisian entity and realizes the sovereignty of the people. 

The objective \"laS to be served through - a Tunisi.an 

competent to draw up its own agenda and in possession of 

full legislative powers; a government responsible be
1
fore 

parliament: separation of legislative, judicial and 

executive branches of government; the extension of 

jurisdiction of the Tunisian judiciary over all residents 

of Tunisia; civil right and freedom for all citizens 

without exception; com1Julsory education for all; 

safeguarding the economic life of country; to uplift 

51 Rivlin, B., n. 41, p. 171. 
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the country. 

The H13sident General reacted to these resolutions 

as would have been eYpected. H~ outlawed the Destour 

Party and suspended its press organs. 5 2 The break in 

the nationalist movement meant that while the old ,group 

continued its slow march, the Neo Destour, representing 

the radical group under the leadership of Habib Bourguiba 

was taking more dynamic actions. 

Habib Bourguiba was born in 1903. He showed interest 

in political life since h.is high school days. He was 

educated in Tunis and Paris. He married a French woman. 

He began to practice law in Tunis in 1927.· He became an 

active member of the Uef:>tour Party and be~:an to publ.ish 

a radical journal (L'l>ction Tunisienne} in 1932, Less 

than a year later, the paJ?er was banned by the authorities 

but the name of its editor had become well-known. 53 

Bourguiba addressed at tbe Ksar -Hellal Congress of 

March 1934. 1'he main thrust of his speech was that the 

new team had greater credibility among the French authori-

ties. He also made the point that it was precisely the 

ability of the ne team to have the ear of the government 

52 Fasi, n. 14, pp. 65-66. ,· 

53 Keith Callard, 'The Republic of Bourguiba" 1 

IDternation~.~ourngl, vol. 16, no. 1, 1960-61, 
p. 18. 
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in F ranee that led t. he U:xflcut. i.ve Comm iss i.on of the De~:;t our 

. 54 
Party to fear than. 

At the end of the day, a re::ol ution was passed 1 

dissolving the E;~ecut ive Ccxnrnission. Another resolution 

passed a new charter of internal by-laws which 'called for 

a •Bureau Politi que • - composed of President ll1al"rnoud 

Materi) I Secretary-General (Habib Bourguibal, Assistant 

Secretary-General (Tahar Sfar), Treasurer (M•Hamed 

Bourguiba) and Assistant. Treasurer ( Bahri Guiga) • A 

•National Council• was also instituted, composed of the 

lr;ureau Politit1Ue and 30 m~bers elected fran the party 

cells. Finally, a Party Congress was to be held annually 

in order to elect a new Bureau Politique and National 

Council and to oversee thefinances and activities of 

the Party. 55 

The new lJestour believed that it had solved the 

l~estion of political survival by the new organizational 

plan which it had adopted. That called for a double-tiered 

leadership, the Bureau folitique and the National Council. 56 

-------------------
54 Norma Sal an 1 tla bib BOU[gyipg...l.f:!la[l and_!~ 

Creation of Tunisi2 lLondon, 1984), PP• 95-96. 
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The Neo Destour Party announced tl-.~Ct the platform 

adopted at the 'uism al-.Jabc.:l conference of 1933, that is 

the achievement of an indet-;endent and sovereign Tunisia, 

renained the basic poll.cy of the party. At the same time 
-

t'he ~arty decided to proceed to its realization in stages. 

As an initial step it f.JT.essed for a return to the spirit 

and the latt.er of the occul:Jation statutes, which either 

had not been mutilated in a manner contrary to 1 ts 

original purport. Vnder the treaty of Protectorate 

French trusteeship over Tun is ia was not intended to be 

pennanent. ln pursuance of its aim the part.y urged 

the speedy implementation of the followinSJ refotms s 

abolition of· the 11 colonial allowance" (this is an allowance 

arnou:1t ing to lj3rd of the basic salary paid to French 

snployees in Algeria, 1'unisia and lvlorocco); cessation of 

officiQl colonization of the land; compulsory education 

for all; the setting up of elected municipal councils; 

appointment of Tunisians to various government jobs, 

including a greater share in pivotal posts; a more 

effective relic;o.f pro~ram; anti-.;usury le~ielation; 

abolition of the Grand Council and its replacement by 

a duly-elected Tunibian parliament and a £OVernment 

responsible to it.S7 

57 Fasi, n. 14. 
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'rhus gradualif:.m h'Cif~ seen as a intrinelic part of 

t.he policy of neo Jest.our .I-·<:nty•s I-'ro9ramme. The 

Ttmisian Trade Union \UC.T'l') took shape in 1945. This 

Tunisian labour organization was perhaps the st1ongest 

arm of the Neo Destour. Throuc_:h it the Neo Dest.our was 

a;)le to effect political strikes. 58 The Ttmisian 
; ' 

Artisan and Camnercial Union (UTAC) was fotmded in 1946, 

t.he National Union of Ttmisian Agriculture (UNAT) fn 1946, 

<.;eneral Union of the students of Tunisia (UGXT} in 1953 

and the National Union of the Tunisian Women (UNFT} was 

founded in 1957. 59 

The N eo Destour Party launched a programme of mass 

education or re-education, a pro<;:ramme whereby the 

intellectuals went to tiny, backward villa~es, taught 

peOple WhO had been idle, Simply tO read and WI"1te and 

to learn a new interpretation of their .Moslem heritage. 

Clting the Koran <.lnd tl:e life of the Prophet Muhamnad/ 

they t.ook th(3 npproach that the Moalom rclj~ioo was 

really not one of ascet. icism and renunciation, but one 

which upheld the dic;;n ity of man, held him alone responsible 

58 Clement Henry Hoore, "The N eo Dest·our Party of 
Tunisias A Structure for Democracy", World PQilli.£l;!., 
Vol. 14, no. 3, April 1962, p. 462. 

59 Zertman, n. 1, PP• 77-78. 
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for his action::s and made it a sacred duty to try to 

improve hi~ life on earth. 6 0 

Soon after its appearance on the scene, .the Neo 

Dest.our became the leading nationalist party. lts activi

ties sparked by the exuberance of·youth, eclipsed those 

of the old Destour. ln the ensuing years, several attempts 

were made to bring the factions together but to no avail. 

The most important hopeful attempt was in 1937 ·when T hc:,albi 

tried to effect a reconciliation but he too flliled. His 

sympathies ware with the older-group and the Neo Destour 

refused to bruck1e under his pressure. 61 

In 1946 another unsuccessful attempt was made to 

heal the breach. A national front was fonned but it did 

not last. Besides doctrinal differences between the two 

groups, there seemed to be an irreconciliable clash in 

temperament and personality of the respective leaders. 

The fundamental difference between the New and 

the old Destour was, however~ a matter of tactics as at 

.a particular moment in history the f 1rst called- for 

action while the second rested on quiescence for the 

----
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Unlike the old Destour, the N eo Uestourians were 

secular nationalists. Yet they too were not averse to 

us in~ relic;:; ion as a political weapon o'ccasionally. They 

also turned to the masses for support. The Neo Destour 

was ccmmitted to the national independence as well as 

to the ruodernL.:;at.ion of the country via extensive £rass 

root organizations, and political· education and mobil i

zation. 63 

t,lUporiorit:y ovor tho ol<.l ucr1tour throus.~h an intonu.1f led 

campai.gn of mass education, organizing youth QToupa, 

.holding denonstrations and establishing party organizations 

throughout the country.64 Neo Destour•s greatest triumph 

was the launchin~; of a stri.ctly Tunisian labour movement, 

which was to becane not only its most important striking 

arm within Tunisia, but also one of its most effective 

means for obtaining outside help. Moreover, the early 

period of the Neo Destour Party leaves no doubt as to 

the popularity of Bour~uiba .among the masses, which 

continued even after the establishment of the. Republic 

of Tunisia. Hi::> chari~n"tCi also operated on a person-to-

6 2 R i v 1 in , B • , n • 41, p • 17 2 • 

63 David E. Long and Bernard Rei.ch, ed.Government smd 
Politics of the Hiddle Ji2~nd No,!th Afr!~ \Colorado, 
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64 Rivlin, B., n. 41, p. 172. 



person level as his penet.rat.ing blue eyes bore into his 

interlocuteur. 

The Neo Uestour Party anpl0yed methods of wide

spread political agitation as a result of which Bourguiba 

was exiled. With the victory of the Popular Front in 

France in 1936 Bourguiba returned to T.unisia but little 

was achieved in direct ne<;otiations with the new F re:nch 

Government of Leon Blum, f1om which much had been expected 

in the way of reforms. Neo Destour was built up as a 

powerful organization and its stren9th was proved in a 

successful general st.rike in 1938. ·Following widespread 

claahaa with thll police; martial l&w WlHJ proclaimed. :iome 

200 nationalists were urrcsted and both the Destour and 

Neo Destour parties were dissolved. Bourguiba remained 

in detent ion in Europe until the Axis Powers freed him 

in 1943. 

After renewed diff icUl.ties with the French he 

went into exile from 1945 to 1949.65 Sane of his time 

was spent in Cairo at the Maghreb Bureau there. He also 

travelled to the USA and sought support for the Tunisian 

ceuse at the UN. But he achieved limited succe·as. ln the 

meanwhile events were moving fast in North Africa and 

65 K. Callard,. n. 53, P• 18. 
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an atmosphere was being created for a negotiated settle-

rnent. That. brought Bour0uiba back to Tunisia. 

In April 1950 Neo Dest.our•s proposals were put 

forward for the transf e:r of sovereignty and executive 

control to Tunisian hands, under a responsible government 
! 

with a Prime t-'linister appointed by the Bey and an elected 

national atisenbly which would draw up a democratic 

constitution. These proposals were met with a reasonable 

response in France and a new Tunisian government was 

66 formed in August 1950 e Further reforms were affected 

in Sept~ber 1950 and February 1951, when French adv.i.sers 

to the Tunis ian ministers were removed and the rE~si dent-

general's control over the Council of Ministers was 

reduced. The essence of the refotms was to grant the 

Tunisians a greater measure of self-rule; by increasing 

the participation of Tunisians at all levels of government 

administration. 

The Colon lobby, however, saw a long-term threat 
; 

to its pt·ivile~t.~J posit:lon in these moves and put 

pressure for a stron~-arm meaEmre. Bourguiba was 

arrested once more, in February,l952, on the order of 

a new -reside"1t-general•, ~can de Hauteclccque. A 

-----------------
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wave of viol~nce SlJrcad t.ru·ou<:_:hout the country, cuJ.Hti-

nating in the arrest und ranoval from office of the 

Chief Mini&ter and the impo~dtion of French millta.ry 

control. Hendes - France !Jermitt.ed BourguH.la to live 

under surveillance in France and a year later in l<:i54. 

he returned finally and in tr 1 umph to Tunis. 6 7 

By thi~ tjlllC Dour<;.~uibi:i wat> o national he:ro but 

:·1e was not yet in power. l n July 1954, the French 

acce1~ted the principle of internal autonomy for Tunisia. 

Negot.iat ions began between the two sides. Bourguiba 

advocated moderation and a will·ingness to meet the French 

more than half ,.,ay. The final agreement was signed in 

.June 1955. :i eri es oi convent iona were t::~i(j:Jned to ill1_t;lement 

this agreailent. The m<'dn items of the agreeinent were-

Tul)isian foreic;n pulicy would remain under French super-

v 1sion; three-~cvent !1 of member· ship of mun icif.:al councils, 

where a large French population exists, should be French; 

Tunisia would r~ain within the French bloc and the 

French Union; for the nex~ ten years, police officers 

should continue to be French; during a _period of 20 years 

affairs of just.ice would be gradually transferred to the 

Tunisians; Arabi would become the officlal langua£e of 

67 
,. 
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the country, but French should continue to. be taught in 

all schools. 68 

The Tunisian state in 1955, was, apart from the 

Fn:nch pressure, an ab8olute monarchy. There was no 

constitution and the Bey had full power, atleast in theory, 

to appoint Ministers of his own choosin<; and to enact 

any law. For Bourguiba and the Neo Dest.our it was 

necessary to fi~ht a<joinst the French as well as the 

'legal' Tunisian state. The}7 had to appeal for the 

transfonnation from ttw "!,'-'YB le.;;al" to the "pays reel". 

Pressure had to be applied to the court but not so much 

as to drive it irrevocably into the hands of the French. 

The appr~ntice£.hip of the Neo Destour was not an 

apprenticeship in danocracy. Throu~.h most of its history, 

the Neo Uestour was illegal, and its leader were in 

detent ion or in exile. Bourguiba •s leadership while, 

~t:cknowledged by public opinion had inevitably suffered 

by his inability to e~ercise continuous and detailed 

control. 69 

------·-----------
68 Nicola l\. ;.;iadeh, W1J,t.her. ~.tlb_.M.L~ ~lnstit.utEJ 

of lslumic !)t.ud.ies, Muslim University, Ali~arh, 
19S7 j • 

69 Keith Callard,. n. 53, pp. 19-20. 
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Bourguiba, at that time had to oonf ront three 

dangers. Firstly, h(! bad to avoid <;iving the French an 

excuse for coersive action. Secondly, he was to transform 

the Beylical regime ~tilhout violence. Thirdly, he was 

to guard against dis~idenoe within his own ~arty varti

cularly from those who accused him of showing too much 

i,estraint toward the French. This radical group within 

the N eo Destour Party was led by his close associate, 

Salah Ben Yousseuf. 

Bourguiba•s steps to complete control were rapid. 

Ben Yousseuf was expelled from the party for oppo&ition 

to the recent agreement '1955) and for dividing the fJarty. 

A Neo aestour Party Congress at sf ax in ·November 1955 

confirmed the exf-ulsicn and re-elected Bourguiba as the 

70 
Party President. 

Tho Con\)r<?tH.: acco1·t131d the aQl'oernent. but at. tho, 

same tinH! r<lldffjrmeu tbat it would bo Batisf:jed only 

with complete indopendonce <1nd denlilnded the election of 

a constituent assembly~ Clashes between •Bour~uibist • 

and •Yousseufist• factions followed and in J)ecember a 

conspiracy to set up a terrorist organization to prevent 

the implementation of the agreement was di~oovered. 

70 Keith Callard, n. 53, pp. 19-20. 
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Salah Ben Yousseuf fled to Tripoli ,in January 1956. 

Nany suspected Yousseuf ists were placed in detent ion. 

At the same time fcllaghas ~armed bands) which had been 

active in 1952~54 a~ains.t the Ftench were revived.7l 

Those armfld bund~ becamo act:iv(~' in,tho remotor 

partt:J of tbu cuuntry ctnc1 uct~:. of terror:ism were bedng 

committed d<Jainst the F'renchmen and also members of the 

Neo Destour. 

Final indepa"ldence to Tunisia was accelerated due 

to events in l'lorocco where the French and King Mohanmad V 

were negotiating for full independence for Morocco. 

French opted for full independence for Tunisia also. 

Both these developments were also influenced by the 

Algeri.<m '~ar of independence which had .started in 1954. 

1\qainst thitt background, a Tuni.s:ian delegation 
II 

led by Bourguibu b~an n£~<;jot iations for Tunisian indepen-

dence with ~he French government in ?aria on .27 February, 

1956 • On 20 l'-larch, 1956, a protocol was s i~ned by 

Tunisian l>rime Minister, Taher Bin Ammar, and French 

Fore1gn Minister, H. Pinay, which recognised the_ independence 

-------
71 The Middle East and North Af l"'i£@, no. 5, 

p. 7 80. ~ 
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of Tunisia in forei~n and defence matters. lt sought 

for the abolition ot the treaty of Bardo (1881} and 

arranged for further negotiations between the two coun

tries on all 1ssues.72 

A trantiitional l>eriod was envisaged during which 

French forces would gradually be wit.hdrawn from Tunisia 

including from the major base at Bizerta.7 3 Set was not 

ready for Bourguiba to create institutions that would 

enable him to assume power. 

Elections for a constituent assembly were immedia-

tely held on 25 MC~rch, 1958. They resulted in all the 

98 seats bein<J won by candidates of the National Front, 

all of \~hom acknoHled<;. ed allegiance to the Neo Destour. 

The eluction W;;tU, hotvever, boycotted by the 'Youseefi~t • 

OPJ•Ot.dtJon. Il...tl.>ib Dour~uibn bec~me Prime M:iniet~r ~n 11 

April, 1956, leadi:-19 <1 ~ove1 nment in which 16 of the 17 

Ministers belonged to the Neo :Uestour. 

He was now legally in .lJOWer and there was no 

op.!:JOSition in the assembly and very little in the country. 

Salah Ben Yousseuf was in exile and his group '.Nas under 

pressure in Tunisia. Bour<;uiba's l ... ol.itical objectives 

7 2 ~ 1 a de h I n • 6 8 1 p • 41 • 

73 The Middle East and NQrt.h Afr~ca 1 no.· 5 1 

l) • 7 8() • 
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were to un1£y tll'.,;! party on the broadest !--Ossible base 

and to secure a virtual monopoly over it. The insti

tution of mo'1urchy unuer the Bey of Tunis st.ood in his 

way to absolute 1>0\..fer. l'.ccordingly 1 in July 1957 1 the 

Assembly declared Tunisia to be a reiJublic and Bourguiba 

became President. He succeeded to the absolute executive 

and legislative power of the Bey. The Assembly had only 

the function of framing the constitution. ltdld not 

control the government and did not pass ordinary laws. 

This period of legal absolut.isrn carne to an end with the· 

proclamation of the new constitution on l June, 1959. 

Bourguiba cannot be discussed as a simpleton 

or as a man who ruled his country by whim and fancy 

rather than foresight and meticulous planninQ. His 

survival in the often troublesome political climate of 

Tunisia attests to tho latter. 

Thus i~ brief w.e can say, that the success of 

N eo Des tour Party and Bour~uiba was due. to the mass 

support enjoyed by them due to the various affiliates 

like labour union etc.,by organizin~ youth groups, and 

by active party activities like leading demonstrations, 

establishing party organizations, as well as the 

gradualist approach both towards France and Tunisian 
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elite etc. Noreover, the charismatic and authoritative 

leadership of Bour£uiba were also vital causes. 



Chapter 3 

Institutionalisation of Power 



Chapter 111 

Bourguiba •s role was vital in shaping the nationalist 

movement of Tunisia. lt was obvious that he would also 

lead the government of independent Tunisia. On 11 April 

1956, he bec~e the Prime Minister and in July 1957 the 

Aasembly decl-ared TW11sia a republic and BourguiO. became 

ita President. 

Bourguiba•s personality cult had grown over a long 

period of time. Hi" participation in Lo. Y:gi~ 4Y TsaniniCQ, 

oditoreship of 1:t 'Action TuninaitOG.§ and exile in Francu, 

Rgypt and other placea hed broadened hia national impact 

~~d visibility subatantially.
1 

Upon returning frem exile 

i.n 1955 Bo~guiba called nationalism, as propounded by the 

old &sstour party, a sham. It consisted of rhetoric and 

stat 1 c not ion a of t he coo cept inv ol-we d • AboVe all , it 

was based oT1 an ~ot.ional eppeal against t.he I' nnch. , 

Beurguiba accurately sensed that this appeal would provo 

totally unsatisfactory to accanplish the concept of 

nationalism he envisioned. Althou9h independence was 

certainly part of· his plana, modernization of TWliaia, 

wac equ11lly i111portant • 2 

1 Dirk Vandewalle, Bourgui.ba Charismatic Lea<!ership 
and the Tunisian One Party system, Mi4dle Kal1, 
JournAl, vol. 34, no. 2, 1980, P• 149. 

2 Dirk Vandewalle, n. 1, p. 149. 
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Bourguiba also sensed that his char isrnatic appeal 

was do0c11ed to v·aniah if it did not becone 1dent if ied with 

an id~logy that would strengthen and preserve it. Also, 

whereas charisma could easily persuade the masses, a 

coherently formulated rational f•rmula would be needed 

to attract the Tunisian elites. 3 ldeolOQY and charisma 

were meant to be mutually reinforcinQ# with nationalilllll 

providing the element for better cohesion. 

It also called for a leader who.oould otQanize 

the political system and transmit his political beliefs. 

Bourguiba •a legitimacy had sufficiently been resol'Wed 

before independence. What the Tunisian strongman wanted 

in the future, however, was :1natitutienalizat1on - a proeaaa 

that could only be achieved when the: political structure 

is valued, not for what it does, but for what· it is.' 

After cauin9 to power BourQuibe abolished the 

old Jnatitutans and cr.,.ted new oneu to suit hill ewn 

personality and the new environment that he Wished to 

Q81lerate in Tunisia. 

The Tunisian state in 1955, apart fran the french 

colonial presan~, had the inbuilt attributes of an 

absolute monarchy. There was no constitut1on and the 

3 Dirk Vandewalle, n. l, p. 150. 

-6 I bid. , p • 150 • 
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Be¥ had full power, (in theory}, to appoint Ministers of 

ha own choosing and to enact any law. Tunisia had been 

a protectorate not a French colony and the French had 

preserved, evan thoU9h 1n name, the old structure of 

government under the Bey. 5 However ~ over a n l.lllber of 

yeara, it came to be governed by a syst~ of parallel 

administration. The Bey and the traditU>nal administretiye 

hierarchy had retained the shadow of power in the hands 

of Tunis 1ans while the Resident General and French 

supervisors at all levels had governed the country. 

The Bey and the Co.ids {dlotrict (Jovernore) were useful 

to the French and once the nationalist movement had 

gained strength, the French were indispensable to the 

Bey and the Caids. 6 

The period of legal absolutism ef the old system 

under the Bey camo to an end with the proclamation of a 

new constitution, on l June 1959.7 The other important 

political oomponents were the presidential form of 

government and the single party system. 

Although the constitution took effect from the 

day of its promulgation ( l J·une, 1959), it provided 

5 Keith Callard, The Republic of Bourguiba, lpt§[
D..§tJ&gal J,Ry;mal, vol. 16, no.· 1, 1960/61, p. 19. 

6 Keith Callard, n. 5, p. 19. 

7 Ibid., p. 21. 
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that the existing or\janizaticn of politioel power was to 

be prolonged until elections for the Assembly and the 

Presidency were held in November 1959. Electoral districts 

were revised and the number of deputies was reduced fran 

98 to 90 (each deputy representing) about 40,000 inhabi

tants •8 

The Neo Destour list of "National Union.• faced 

leas opposition in this election than did the •National 

Front• for the Constituent Assembly elections. Whereas 

one independent and thirteen communists lists had opposed 
. ' 

the National Front in 1956 in eighteen districts, there 

were only two opposition lists in 1959 in seventeen dis

tricts. BourCi}uiba was the only candidate for the Presidency. 

The provision in the electoral law invalidating 

any list which did not have as many candidates aa t her.a 

were seats dis(~alified at least one opposition liat 

when one of its members withdrew at the last minute. 

List voting discouraged opposition candidates who would 

uphold local interests, and thus reinforced the consti

tutions provision that each deputy is a representet ive 

of the whole nation. 9 The entire Nat14.)nal Union was 

8 Lea Williasn, 
l ndependence, 
1960, p. 380 • 

The Government of Tunisia since 
FarliDffijOtpry ~ffA}rp, vol. 13, no. 3, 

9 Lee William, n. a. p. 380. 
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elected. 91% of those re9istered voted for Bow:~uiba and 

out of more than a millicn votes east6 only some three 

thousand went to the communist. •s list .lo. 

The lists of the National Union were composed of, 

as in 1956, of representatives of the Neo oestour and 

of thcJ national orc;anizations represent1n9 leheur, business 

and a9riculture. About a fifth of the candi&.ltes were 

trede union leaders. The increasing pltice of women in 

political life was shown by the candidature of the 

president of the Union of Tunisian Women tUNFT) • 11 

Moreover, the National Union manifesto, reflecte<i 

the recent th61les in Bour9uiba •a weekly speeches. 1 t 

announeed the intention of its candidates to make the 

republican ~gime into an effective and efficient 

instrument guaranteeing the integrity and diQnity of the 

nation, to resolve the soverei~nty problEms like the 

Bizerta baae question and the southern frontietz-s to 

liquidate underdcvolopmt'J)t to redouble the cooatruct ion 

Alffort in the l>att.le for economic adv«mcement to continue 

a fore1~;n policy of Maghreb solidarity and international 

cooper at ion •12 

10 Lee lfilliam, n. 8, p. 380 .. 

ll lb1d., P· 381. 

12 Ibid., P· Jal. 
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The firRt official act. of th6 br:u1embly, on 25 

July 1957, was to pas a an unanimous resolution abolishing 

the monarchy and proclaiming Tunieia a republic. Hablb 

Bou"9uiba, then PresidEnt of the Council, lias entrusted 

with the duties of head of state in its present form, 

until the constitution would be applied. From then· 

onwards until the Qenora.l elections of November .1959, 

the Tunisian state functioned provisionally under the 

stewardship of Bou~uiba, who exerci&;;ed the dual functions 

of President of the Republic and President of the 

Council. 13 

The Constituent Assembly, finally approved the 

draft ccnstitution on l June, 1959. l t was ret if ied 

ana promulgated on the same day by President Bour9uiba. 

Its preamble contained the basic elements of Tunisian 

political belief and aspirations. ln it, •the represen

tatives of the Tunisian people• 14 - proclaim that thia 

people, who have liberated themselves from forei~n 

daninat ion, thanks to their solidarity and to their 

struggle a9ainst tyranny, e~loitation and retrooression 

ar~ determined on atren~thenin~ national unity and 

upholding ht.ll\an principles, accepted. amonQ people's who 

13 Gwendolen M. carter, ed., ,Mrican • .2PitfAEt:Y,§tatu 
(NewYor~, 1962), PP• 47-48. 

14 Carter, n. 136 P• 48. 
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safe~uard human di~nity, justice and freedom and who 

work for peace and pro~ress and for a free coopera.t ion 

between nat ions. On renainin~ true to the teachin(Js 

of lslam, to the ideal of a Union of the Great ~aQhrib 

to their membership in the Arab family, to their cooperation 

with the African people •s inbuildin9 a better future 

and to all people's struggling for juaJtice and freedan, 

And on the establ ishnen t of a democracy, basea on the 

sovereignty of the people, upheld by a stable system 

and founded on the principle of a division of powers. 

We declare that a republican regime is the best guarantee 

of human rights, of equality among the citizens both 

in their rights and their duties, that it oonatitutes 

the beGt nwana fot· och16PvinQ proupority and thea .«Jtowt.h 

of the economy, for utilizing the country •a ~alth, for 

the good of the people, for protect.1n9 the fecnily end 

for safeguarding the citizen's right te ~rk, heelth an4 

education •15 'Official English translation of the 

Secretariat of state for lnformation, . "''he Tunisian 

Con at it. ut ion "). • 

The constitution . waa composed of ten chapters 

encompaasin9 sixty-four articles. 

15 Carter, n. 13, PP• 48-49. 
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The fu."ldamental characteristics of the Tunisian 

state as well aa the basic rights of its citizens are 

spelled out in the f in;t seventeen articles which form 

Part I of the constitution. 

Article 1 proclaimed Tunisia to be a free, inde

pendent, sovere19n state, whose reli~iQn was Islam, 
16 official lan~UCQ~ Arabic and form of government republican. 

Article 2 declared the Tunisian Republic to be an 

integral part of the Great.er Maghrib and went on to assert 

that the new state would strive for the achieVement of the 

unity of the Maghrib "within the bounde of tbe common 

interest ... 17 

Article 3 stated that sovereignty was inherent 

in the Tunisian people to be exercised in accordance 

with the oonstitution.18 

Articles 5-17 defined the ri~hta and obligations 

of TWlisians. Article 5 de.alt with the freedan of the 

individual; freedom of belief and Of worship {exerciee of 

16 Sxcerpts Document, The Tunisian Constitution, 
Middl~ lAst Journa}, vol. 13, 1959, p. 443. 

17 Kxoerpts Document, n. 16, p. 443. 

18 Ibid., P• 443. 
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. 19 
religious r1.tes). Article 6. dealt witb the equality 

in rights and oblig~tions, equality before the law. 20 

Article 7 dealt vri.th the freedom of thouct~ht and fUcpre.ssion, 

of t.he press and publication, of aeE-embly and association. 

Article a dealt with lamur union or eyndicelism. 2l 

Article 9 dealt with the inviolability of the 

home and secrecy of corresponaence. 22 Article lO dealt 

with freedan of travel in and out of the country as well 

as of choice of residence. Article 11 deelt with prohibi

tion of banisl-ment from the country or exclusion from 

returning to it. Article 12 stated that the accused was 

considered innocent until convict~d before a court of lew. 

Article 13 stated that the penalties were personal and 

~? accordance with the plovis1ons of the law in force 

antecedent to the act. 

Article 14 st~ted the propr·ietary rights were 

guaranteed. Article 15 stated that the defence of the 

fatherland and its security was a sacred duty. Article 

16 stated that the equitable shar1n9 in taxes and public 

expenses was also the duty of every citizen. Article 17 

dealt with the prohibition of e:xt.radit ion of political 

19 sxcerpts Document, n. 16, p. 443. 

20 Ibi•i., p. 443. 

21 I"bid., P• 443. 

2 2 I bid • , p • 444 • 
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prison&rs. 23 

Part II - ~Articles 18-38) of the constitution 

deals with the legislative authority. The last two 

articles, ho'l'fever, dealt with the President of. the 

Republic who was also designated as the Chief executive 

and whose powers were the subject of Part Ill. 

Articls 18 provided that the legislative authority 

be exercised by the people through a single representative 

assembly to be known as ttaJ;L!..LJll-tlmm.Ab (N~tional Assenbly) • 

Article 22 stated that the Assembly would be for five 

years unless its tenure was e:lcten.ded as a result of a 

national emergency barring new elections, (Article 23). 

Article 19 stated that the Aasembly was to be elected 

~-by means of general, free , direct and _secret ballot .24 

Article 20 stated that every Tunisian citizen of 
I 

at least five years standing and who had attained twenty 

years of age, enjoyed the franchise. Article 21 further 

stated that candidates for off ice, however, muat be born 

of a Tunisian father and must have attained thirty years 

of age. 25 Articles 26 and 27 provided for immunities 

23 sxcerpts Document~ n. 16, P• 444. 

24 Ibid. p. 444. 

25 lbido# P• 444 o 
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against arrest or prosecution for opinions expressed, or 

acts done, in the Assembly. 26 

Article 28 stated that the Assembly was the sole 

lttQislat ive authority snpowered to enact laws except in 

tho followinQ three 1nstanooB - (n) whon the Assembly 

deleQated to the P resi&:nt of the Republic the power to 

enact decrees for a limited period of time and for a 

definite pu~ose at the end of which the decrees must 

receive the approval of the Assembly if they were to remain 

1n force.27 When the Ass~bly was in recess, the President 

of the Republic might, on the basis of Article 31, with 

the consent of the appropriate "continuin9 secretarial 

committee• enact decrees which must receive the approval 

of the Assembly in the next J:e9ul.a r seas ion • 28 . According 

to Article 32, when the independence and security of the 

country woro so cndanQered as to obstruct the normol 

proceesoo of government, the President of the Republic 

might take such extraorc:linary measures as he might dean 

necessary. such measures must. ·cease with the end of the 

emergency and the President report to the Assembly on all 

measures so taken. 2~ 

26 Kxoerpts Document, ri. 16, p. 444. 

27 Ibid., P• 444. 

28 1 bid., p. 444 • 

29 Ibid., p. 445. 
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Article 28 further stated that proposals for new 

legislation were the prerogative of the President of the 

Republic and the members of the Assembly only. Presidential 

billa, however, had priority over all other bills on the 

agenda of the Assembly. 30 Articles 33 to 36 dealt with 

the state budget, public debts and internAt tonal financial 

agr8CJillants, all of which must receive the approval of the 

Aseembly. 31 

Part Ill comprised of the Executive Authority. 

Articles 37 and 38 stated that the President of the 

Republic was the chief of the state and asauned the exacut ive 

authority in accordance with the provisions of· the const1-

tut ion. Article 39 stated that he must be a Tunisian 

citizen, bom of a Tunisian father and ~randfather, forty 

years of age and a Muslim ~ religion. 

Article 40 stated that, his term of off iee was 
I 

five years. He was elected by ~eneral, direct, free, 

•ecret ballot at the samo time as the Assembly was elected 

and miQht not nominate himself for more than three 

consecutive terms.32 

30 Kxcerpts Document, n. 16, p. 445. 

31 1 bid • 1 p • 4 4 5 • 

32 Ibid., P• 445. 
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Article 43 stated that the President was responsible 

for the. genttral policy of the State •. He directed the 

execution of policy and reported to the Assembly on 

developments as they occurred. Article 43 stated, he 

appointed the members of his government who were responsible 

directly to him. Article 45 stated that all other civilian 

and militacy appointments were made by him. 33 Article 44 

atate<1 that the President must siQn and publish in the 

official oa~ette l~islation passed by the Assembly within 

fifteen days from the date it wu referred to him. In 

the event of a veto, the bill must be sent back, to the 

·Assembly for reconsideration. lf the Assembly again 

approved it with 2j3rd majority, the bill becomes law.34 

Article 49 stated that the President was empowered to 

enter into international treaties, declare war and conclu48 

peace with the approval of the Assembly. Treaties becomes 

effective only upon approval by the Assembly, 1n whic~ 

case they assumed the force of law and superseded local 

con£ licting legislation. 

Part IV - comprised of the Judicial Authority of 

the President. Articles 52 - 56 provided for an independent 

judiciary, subordinate only to the pzovis ions of the law 

33 Bxcerpts Docunent, n. 16, p. _445. 

34 lbid., P• 445. 



(Article 53) • According to article 54 judges were. appoin

ted by the Presicbnt of the Republic upon the recommendation 

of the Higher ~ud1cial Council. 36 

Parts V, VI, Vll and Vlll. in single article 

provisions, established the followin9 a9encies. Article 

56 stated that a Suprt'llle Court for the sole purpose of 

prosecuting a member of the Qovernment accused of h1~h 

treason. 37 A Council of State wau created under Article 

57. lt had dual functions a ~1) it acted as an aclmin1s-

trative tribunal enpowered to resolve ex>nfl1cts arising 

between citizens on the one hand, and the state and public 

authorities on the other, and in all cases 1n which the 

administrative exceeds its powers, (2) it also acted as 

an accounting department snpowered to audit and examine 

government accounts. 

An Kco!'lom1c and social Council, sitting as a 

consultative body to advise on economic and social matters 

was appointed under Articl& 58. Muni~ipal and .district 

assemblies with local administrative functions were· 

created under Article 59.38 

-----------------
36 Bxcerpts DoounEJlt, n. 16, p. 445. 

37 lbid., P· 445. 

38 l bide 1 P • 445 • 
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Part lX of the Constitution comprised of the 

articles dealin~ with the amendment of the Constitution. 

Art iclea 60-62 provided for the procedure to be followed 

in amending the oonst1tutjon. Accord1n~ to Article 60 

both the President of the Republic and at least one-third 

of the members of the National Assembly., could propose an 

amendlnent to the constitution. 39 Article 61 further 

stated that a proposal to amend the constitution mumt be 

accepted by an absolute majority of the Assembly before 

it could be considered, subse~ently b¥ a 2/3rd majority 

of the Assembly in two cxmsecut. ive reading. 40 

Thus. the fundamental characteristics of the 

Tuoia~il\n constitution were - (a) republicanism with a 

Presidential system of executive, (b) democratic insti

tutions and systons of checks and balances and (c) unity 
41 

of the Greater Maghrib. 

• 

The new- oonst itution affirmed and consolidated the 

change in regime which had already tQkEt'l place two years 

earlier when the Const itumt Assembly, by. the proclomat 1Gn 

39 Excerpts Document, n. 16, P• 445. 

40 lbid., P• 445. 

41 1 bid.' p. 446 • 
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of 25 July, 1957 had abolished the Beylical monarchy ana 

proclaimed Tmisia a Republic. 42 By this move the Assembly. 

had sought to •stren~then the independence of the state 

and enhanou the sovereignty of the people". 1 t also 

cx:msid~red the action as a step "in the evolutiOn of a 

democratic order which iB the aim of the Assembly in 

formulat. in.; the Constitution. 

In providinli.l for a preoidontiel executive aut.hority, 

the makers of the Constitution let loose from tho political 

bottle the jinni of arbitrary rule which cast its impoaing 

shadow over many of the new States today. However, the 

Tunisian constitution makers tried to provide for a 

system of checks and balances, so as to contain the 

arbitrary powers of the President under the Tunisian 

Constitution. 

Firstly, the General Provisions of the Consti.tuticn, 

provided the necessary securit.ies of individual rights 

essential for a free ~~tociety. secondly, the constitution 

established the type of Qovernmental processes· essential 

for a democratic society. Both the Pr~.aident of the Republ1c 

42 Excerpts Document, n. 16, p. 446. 
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as well as the members of the Nat .ional Assembly were 

chosen by the people by means of a free, direct and secret 

ballot. 

The independence of the judiciary was also guaranteed. 

It was. observed, however, that the constitution, while 

adopting the American form of Presidential executive does 

not provido for another American invt.itution, the supremo 

oourt, ompowerod to paas jud~ement. on the conutitutionality 

of legislation. The constitution makers seem to have 

adopted :&ngli.Sh practice of the legiel:ative supremacy of 

Parliament but without the Brit ish systEJ'I\ of multiparty 

system.43 

Not only did the constitution declent Tunisia. to 

be an inte~ral part of the Greater Maghrib, but by virtue 

of Article t~o Tunisie was obli90ted to work for the · 

realization of the unity of the Ma~hr1b.44 

The insistence on Greater Maghreb was important 

because of. the nature of nationaliat movement in the three 

MaQhreb countries a Morocco, Alc;Jeria and Tunisia. All 

43 Rxcerpts Document, n. 16, PP• 447-•e. 

44 Ibid., P• 448. 
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three were struggling against the French colonial dani

nance. All hBd common cultural, religious, lim;;uietic 

and political base. Their leaders were in. constant touch 

with each other and, for a long time, had sou~ht to 

coordinate their policies from the Ma9hreb Bureau in 

Cairo. The ooncept of Greater Me9hreb evokes sentimental 

responses even today. 

Thus in brief wo can say, that the oon~titution 

was made to suit the requirements of Habib SourQuibe 

who had already elller~ed as the dominant leader of Tunis 1a. 

The constitution ref lectea the enormous power the President 

had invested in himself • Members of the government were 

solely responsible to him. ·He bed the po~r to decree 

laws in the absence of the Assembly • 

Single party system was another institution which 

was created by Habib BourQuiba after Tunisia attained 
I 

its independence. The Neo Destour party was founded in 

1934, but it continued to be suppressed by the French 

:"for a long time. 1 t was given official statue only in 

1954 ·'when the French were prepared t.o negotiate a political 

settlement with the Tunisian nationaliats. 

Many national parties did not, in their internal 

functioning, live up to all the norms of liberal 
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d61locra.cy, because durin~ the lrng period of nationalia.t. 

struggle they were denied tbe liberal environment in the 

country. That was true of Neo Destour al.,o. 45 Intra

party disputes could not be resolved in a spirit of 

democracy. That was true especially on the eve of inde-

pendence. 

Since 1955 when the Neo Destour took responsibility 

for a compromise agreement with France which did not 

meet all nationalist aspirations, the party beatme even 

less democratic than it used to be in the heat of anti-

colonia li.t combat • The fonner s ecret.ary General of the 

party, Salah Ben Yousseuf. launched campaign a9ainst the 

agre81lent with France. By early 1956, the intra-party 

dispute almost developed intQ a civil war. Though 

Bour9uiba, with the aid of faithful political elites and 

the UGTT, finally eliminated the Youseefist threat, the 

e~erienoe conclusively demonstrated that Tunisia was 

not ready for democratic completion within the party. 46 

Sensing need for a tighter control over the party, 

the Neo Destour was 1nte£nally overhauled in lete 1958. 

45 clement Henry r-1oore, ~h~ Ncp _DGBtou.e ~arty of 
~n'U~..E ~ch ,.!l\ ~i!-)j~ll7.clta~ f~R·. r:~~~-~llo. ~-:!f.2~ljl P9li.li-~, 
vol. 14, no. 3, April 1962., p. 466. 

46 Moore, n. 45, p. 466. 
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Previously modelled on the basis of mass parties of the 

French left, the Neo Destour had consisted of c;;:ells 

freely elected at the local level supervised by fede

rations which were annually elected by the cells, and 

headed by a national congress, an interim national council 

and an executive (the Political Bureau) which was elected 

by the Congress. ln late 1958 the federations were 

replaced by a smaller number of provincial offices headed 

by off iciala appointed by the Political ~ureau. In a 

sanae the Neo Destour previously closer in structure to 

the French socialist party, was made to resemble a communist 

party, in which officials in charge of intermediate 

executive bodies, though 1n appearance el~cted, at 

regional congresses, in fact, were appointed by the central 

secretariat. 47 

The mission of the Neo Destour, according to the 
I 

1959 Covanant, was the apparent paradox of maintaining its 

political monopoly in order to preserve Tuni8ian independence 

and to modernize th~ economy and the society, while 

•workin~ for the consolidation of a truly democratic 

life in which responsibilities were limited and which 

guaranteed for individuals the enjoyment of their rights 

47 Moore, n. 45, pp. 466-67. 
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and public 11 bert ies" • 4 8 

The Neo l>estour Party was the baais of power for 

Bourguiba. over yeart!l he had made it into a dominant 

party in Tunisia. But. for absolute power, he tried and 

finally succeeded 1n converting the dominant party system 

into a 11single party• system. He succeeded in that goal 

1n a ver.y short time. The single party syst·en controlled 

by Bout"9uiba along with the Presidential form of government 

helped to consolidate the absolute powers of Habib Bourgu!ba. 

The Neo Destour party had been active since 1954 

in ~,z:yir:19 to capture the state apparatus. The party had 

plmced its leaders and cadres in all key positions. It 

tolerated the existence of two opposition parties. The 

Communiat Party with limited act1vit1ea had little iofluence 

and was finally banned in 1963. The other, the old 

Destour Party, had no activities. Moreover, the auto-

ncmy of the UGI'T was broken when many of its active 

merubers were inducted in the Neo Destour Party. 49 

By 1956, Neo I>estour had becone an effective 

political organization. The party had 1, 250 territorial 

48 Moore, n. 45, p. 465. 

49 Mark Tessler, Tunisia at the Crossroads, ~rent 
~iMtor.I, vol. 84, no. 502, 1905, P• 218. · 
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; . 
and professional cells. They met to discuss national 

'problems and raise public awareness. The party perforllled 

regulatory and distribution functions at the local level. 

It helped citizens sol·ve problems and dispensed patronage. 

These activities built loyalty to the political system, 

and by 1965 the party claimed to ha~e 400,000 active 

me111bars. Auxil1uy or~anizat :ions like the National 

thion of Tunisian Wanen and the National U'n.ion of Tunisian 

Students, also mobilized and polit icize4 the populace. SO 

Net aurpriaingly then, a ~rowing emphasis was placed on· 

the Party to mobilize the maa&es. By November 1961 the 

party was entrusted with the complete responsibility 

for the Plan • 

Under the sinc;,le party system of the Tunisian 

constitution, no other political party could even contest 

elect ions • HS\ce the N eo Destour, as a party, had the 

monopoly. Bou.q;Juiba 1 as its President 1 controlled the 

party and throu~h it the Parlianent. 

s inca independence there had been four elect ions 

for the National Assembly under the constitution. All 

have been won by PSD candidates. On 4 November 1 1979 

all 121 seats in the National Assembly were filled by 

50 Tessler, n. 49, p. 218. 
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candidates of the PSi>. Thus we witness that the Neo 

Deatour evolved as a well organized political party with 

a mass following. 51 

Apart from the basic chanQes like the republic:a.n 

system, a strong Presidential form of government and a 

single party syst~, there were certain other changes 

in the adninistrative system, that strengthened Bourguiba •a 

power base. The aaninistrative system was centred around 

the President, as head of &tate and chief executive officer. 

His cabinet was OGIRlposed of secretaries of state for the 

various departments like foreign affairs, agriculture, 

eanmerce, plan and finances, indUstry and transport, · 

interior justice etc. Coordination between the secretariats 

was provided by the secretary of state to the Presidency 

who was, in effect, the second most important figure in 

the adminiatration. 52 

Control of the security forces was transferred 

from the French to -Tun is ian hands on 18 April 1956. 

This was an important step desic;jJned to help conbat small 

51 David B. Long and Bernard Reich, ad., ~•rnmont 
And Politicg gf t.IMJ MisWle Boot §M North Africa 
(Colorado, 1980), p. 452. 

52 Carter, n. 13, p. 52. 
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groups .of followers of Salah Ben Yousseuf who were 

opposing the government, as well as to fight a rash of 

~uropean terrorists both of whom had been flourishin~ in 

the troubled early months of that year. The system which 

emerged in 1956 divided the police force into urban police 

under the control of the Director of National Security 

and a small rnd.armeri.@ recruited from the National Guard. 

Both, the Director of, National Security and the Director 

of the National Guard, were attached to the secretary of 

state for the Interior. 53 . A small Tunisian AJ.my was 

created in the Spring of 1956. It was formed at first 

from troops that were formerly serving in the French 

army. It also incorporated the Beylical Guard and soma 

menbers of the resistance ct~roups loyal to Bourguiba. 

since then conscription had been put ,into effect" The 

defense . forces included a am.all naval contingent to 

patrol coastal waters, a selected group of of f1 cer 

pilots and a parachutist elite unit. The Tunisian Atrny 

oonducted itself with bravery 1n skermishea with French 

forces 1n the Remada incidents 1n southern Tunisia early 

in 1958 and again during the short, bloody struggle f~r 

Bizerte in July 1961. 54 

53 Cart Gr, n • 13, p • 52 • 

54 I bid., p. 53. 
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Most of the off icei:b had been tra1ned either.- in 

the French forces or at the French Military Academy et 

Saint-Cyr. 

Parallel to the military service was a civilian 

corps to which a part of the annual call-up of trainees 

was aasi9'led. This corps had played a praieeworthy role 

in stimulat in9 the unemployed who were engac;:ed 1n works 

projects throu\;hout the country as a part of the economic 

program called the •sat tle ag&inet underdevelopment •. 

nora. 

The local administration was headed by the gover

Tunisia was divided into thirteen governorates. 

Kach governor was assieted by en elected advisory council 

whose powers were in reality quite limited, althoUQh they 

provided a local sounding board which somewhat reduced the 

otherwise sweeping powers of the governors. 55 

I 

Municipal institutions remained decent~·alized as 

before.. Municipal elect1cns in which women voted for 

the first time in Tunisian history, were held in May 

1957, and resulted in an overwhelming victory ·Of Neo 

56 Destour everywhere. 

55 Carter, n. 13, p .. 55. 

56 lbide 1 p e 53 • 
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The adlllinistraticn of justice, or mor-e properly its 

reform, was one of the firr.t (X)ncerns of the new Tunisian 
. 

governmE!Ilt. In 1955, two kinds of courts existed in 

Tunisia; French courts and secular Tunisien oourts. The 

Judicial Convention signed in 1955 provided for a twenty

year tranaition for evolvin9 a unified Tunisian system of 

just ice. Moreover, fort.y Cantonal Courts, . each presided 

by a single judge, were estebli&ihed to hendle petty 

cases and a court of cassation at the hi9hest level was 

designed to assure a uniform and proper application of 

the law.57 

A Nationality Code was pranulgated in January, ·1956, 

and a new code of Personal status also came into effect 

on 1 January, 1957. The Personal stotus code oonteined 

profound innovations for a Musl1m state and placed Tunisia 

in a more progressive position as regards social and 

familial re£onna than any other Arab co\Bltry. 58 

In the realm of oocial and z:el1g1ous reform, 

Tunisia adopted some of the most. notable changes to be 

made in any Arab country. Only the presti9a of the new 

independent government enabled it to embark on a policy 

57 Carter, n. 13, p. 53. 

58 Ibid., P• 54. 
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of modernizing old Islamic 1nst1tut1onu. Under 'the laid 

1nspiratim- of the Neo Destour the Constituent Assembly 

hedged oo the matter of religion and made the siJrtple 

statement that lfl'Wlieia •s reli9ion is Islam•. Collect1ve 

religious lands came under the control of the stete, and 

tbe institution of the ~ was abolished. The 

observance of •Ramdan• was discouraged in order to 

advance the "war a9ainst economic tmderdevelopment". 59 

PolyQamy was abolished. Women were gr61lted full 

equality before the law.60 ln the decade followin9 

independence literacy in Tunisia climbed from 15 per cent 

to between 35 and 40%, the proportion of primary school 

aQed childrtn attending class on~w from 25 per. cent to 

botweon 60 and 70" and tho prOJ:IOI:tion ot high cchool 

otudentRJ .rooa ft·on• l" to Jo". Thoro wore also vuoatlonal 

pro~rams for students who terminated their eduefttion 

without completin9 high school. 61 

Arabic was made the basic language of instruction 

1n the primary utage. Different types of education like 

the modern education 1n French; milted Franco-Arab education; 

59 Lee ~ill1am, n. 8, p. 383. 

60 1 bid • , p • 3 83 • 

61 Mark Tessler, n. 49, p. 218 • 
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.Muslim education in Arabic were meJO_ed into one unified 

nat ion a l system. 62 

In the economic realm~ Bour9uiba's policies seemed 

noticeably inadequate. ln fact, the policies pu1·sued 

in the first half decade of independence proved unsuccess

ful either in attract 1ng significant private investment 

or preventing a serious decline in the economy. As a 

result the government turned to atate planning, in order 

to encourage economic groWth, to break up the rigidities 

o( social stratification, to eqaalize opportunitiea and 

to increase social mobility. In May 1964, the Tunisien 

National Assembly enacted lE;91slation authorisino the 

exproprtat ion of all forei~n owned lai'lde, mostly French. 

Thus the period between 1960-64 was highlighted by the 

re9irne's gradual shift flom reliance on the private 

sector to reliance on the public sectox·. 63 

Agrarian policy wae enactt!d by the Minister of 

Finance and Planning, Ahmed Ben Sallah between the period 

1964-69. Ben Salah formulated an ambitious ten-year 

plan of economic development end refol1ll almost completely 

·-------
6 2 Nevill Barbour" ed., [L§BIVOY of NPF~h. !i§J!LbW£A 

{London, 1959), PP• 320-21~ 

63 David R. Loo~, n. 51 1 p. 443. 
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based on state control and initiative in industry and 

agriculture. The core of his sch6ne was a syst~ of 

agricultural cooperatives that were to be developed 

primarily on the lar9e nationalized French estates in 

the north of the country but were also to involve the 

Tunisian small landholders as well. 

However, Ben Salah•s cooperative scheme was seen 

as a direct threat by the 'l'unisi~n landowners. His 

management became an issue end ultimately in 1969 he 

. was shifted to the Min ist.ry of eduoation and his &Qri

cultural plans abandoned. 64 

Thus it can be said that Bourguiba, after his 

comin~ to power abolished old inatitutione end created 

new institutions to suit his recpirements. On the eve 

of Tunisian independence there .was the absolute monarchy 

of the Bey. Bourguiba abolished that, and created a 
. I 

Presidential form of government, with a strong Presidential 

constitution and a sin<;~le party systfJI\ •. The constitution 

cleerly emphae~ised the monopoly of President in all 

important affairs. The President also cattrolled the 

single party system. This combination in turn gave 

Bourc;uiba control over Parliament.. Moreover, he had 

David B. Long, n. 51, p. 443. 
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control over labour unia>. and local assembly. The UGTT 

wa& the st ron~est arm of t.he N eo Dest.our and othex 

orQ&nizations lik.e UCA.T etc. were also ite aff 111&tfl&. 

Thus we witness, that by 1965, Bourguiba had created 

institutions that 9ave him absolute power under the garb 

of constitutionalism. 



Chapter 4 

Growing Challenges 



Chapter IV 

During the first four years of indepEI'ldtnce '1956-60), 

Tmisia seEJUed the model f@YS pilo~ (model state or pilot 

country) that might provide political leadership for 

North Africa and a denocratic pattern of development for 

other emerging nat ions. Political cohesion and stability 

Qave tho country, international prestige and influence 

incommensurate with its modest size, population and 

economic resources. Tunisia •s nationalist and anti-

colonialist credentials were more authentic in comparison 

to most Afro-Aaian countries. This was due to the fact 

that Tunisia had developed best organized party in the 

Arab world, to win ita independence virtWllly unaided 

against overwhelminQ odds durinQ twenty years of long 

struggle. 1 

After the attainment of independence, Tunisia 

faced the transition toward a more routine existence and 

popular enthusiasm of t.he leeder and the masses wjHEtd.~· 

The early days of spectacular reforms; promise of progress 

around the corner, continuing confrontation with France 

and Tunisification of the administration had given way 

to less exciting prospects of econanic planning on which 

1 Clsnent Henry Moore, .. Bourguibism 1n Tunisia" 
~£W~ .. J1!§~. vol. 44, no. 257, January l96l, 
p .. 34. 
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Tunisians anyway were divided. 2 Tunisia, therefore, faced 

certain domesti.c and fore~n challenfdes. · 

ln the early 1960s the party Bourguiba once built 

had threatened to become a bureaucracy unable to elicit 

popular support because of lack of effective responsibility;. 

The advocacy of an energetic party,· used in a vanguard 

role, was his answer to political stagnation. Bourguiba 

did not enhance political development by ~inding new 

institutional solutions for existing social realities but 

rather by seeking to force realities within":the mould 

of the single party system .. 3 

ln February 1961 BourQuibft realiZC!Jd that the Neo 

Deot.our party wus decaying. ThouQh thitJ central instrument 

of the regime in theory represented tho popular will, it 

had neither foreseen nor able to stop the anti-government 

Kairouian riots of 17 January 1961. 4 (Kairouan is 

Tunisia •a holy city •. seven visits to Kairouan according 

to tradition dispensed with the compulsory pilgrimage 

to Mecca. Ka.irouan was popular for its old mosque. It 

also had a flourishing carpet industry) • 5 Even though 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Moore, n. 1, P• 35. 

Dirk Vandewalle, Bourguib&, Charismet1c Leadership 
and the Tunisian One Party systsn, ~ddlt !U!:. 
Jouxn~l, vol. 34, no. 2, Spring 1980, P• 15 • 
Moore, n. 1, p. 35. 

T ib:lr Mende, Tunisia Faces a Challenge, I.l::!i! 
Liatenar, vol. 64, no. 1654, December a, 1960 , p.l033. 
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the relatively.traditionalist Keirouan masses were 

possibly goaded to revolt by the city anti-Bourguibist 

old aristocracy and it did not represent the national mood 

their agitation destroyed the rec;ime•s myth of popular 

cohesion and harmony. The incident also enlightened 

Bourguiba•s significant loss of popularity since his 

attack in February 1960, on the sacred Islamic custom of 

fasting during the month of Ramadan. Bourc;;uiba •a persua

Diva tactictt Wdre not working. Tho let\litilnacy ef the 

churismatic l~Sader waa in question. M&ny of Tunisia •a 

pious Muslims considered him as an atheist. 6 

The government was gradually moving from liberal 

democracy to autocracy. Tho political system was at 111 

being opGCated along the path predetermined by Bourc;;uibe. 

Concessions ware made only where they could be watched 

over by the party or the President himself. Justification 
I 

for the monopoly of 9overnmEnt remained firmly with the 

sUpreme commander. 7 

Bourguiba •s economic policies aroused the appre-

hension of Tunisian businessmen. ln 1956, much to their 

satisfaction, he had neutralized Ahmed Ben Salah who was 

6 Moore, n o 1, p • 35 • 

7 Vandewalls, n. 3, PP• 35-36. 
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then calling for the nationalization of many key indus

tries and a policy of rigid socialist planning by having 

him removed from his powerful position as head of U .G .T .T. 

In January, 1961• Bourguiba placed Ben Salah in charge of 

planning and f inanc:es • 8 

Ben Salah promulgated a Ten-Year Perspective Plan. 

It was drafted in August, 1961 after preliminary consul-

tationa with various interested groups including even the 

students. Bourguiba elabo.ruted a doctrine of Neo Destcur 

socialism that accepted domestic and foreign private enter~ 

prise but subjected it to increased state control and 

supervision - rang1n~ from price controls t9 more rigid 

import restrictions in line with national planning objec

tives. Private business interests were carefully courted 

snd i&entifiod ""it.h tho olaborative of thQ plen, thou~ 

those who r~nained hostile were neutralized 1n a reorc;Jcmi

zation of the party controlled Tuniaiar) Union of 

Industrialists and Businessmen {U .T .I.C.} in January 

1962.9 

Then i11 late March, the moriblD'ld National Council 

of the party was reactivated to discuss and approve Ben 

Salah's definitive Three-Year Plan.. It waa ratified by 

----------------
8 Moore, n. l, p. 35-36. 

9 Ibid., P• 38. 
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the National Assembly two months later. Bourguiba, 

succeeded in mobilizing the nation in support of the 

plan. The Three-Year Plan ( 1962-641 called for an overall 

gross investment of ~ 785 million, of which~ 416 million 

was to come from domestic .sa.vinc;;s. In August 1962, the 

United States announced a commitment of ~ 180 million in 

~Upport of the plan. Furthermore, the United states was 
-" 

hoping to finance specific projects with loans rather 

than providing_ indirect balance of payment in support 

through grants as in previous years at the rate of , 20-25 

million a year • 10 Thus, Ben Salah 0 s plan for economic 

development based on the private, public and cooperative 

sectors, was idoologiosUy at tra,ctive. 

ln agriculture, the earliest and most radical 

experiments were in the north where the government suddenly 

acquired large land holdings when French property was 

nationalized in 1961. ln the central coastal plans a 

more subdued form of cooperative, for services and 

markGt Jng, Wds in at it ut ed 1n an at tempt to put citrus 

and olive lands under more efficient management. 

The vast network of cooperatives, dependent on 

Ben Salah's supe.rministry, was pushed to new heights in 

10 Moore, n. 1, PP• 38-39. 
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early 1969. The President and Ben Salah spoke of a new 

agrearian reform law •. The Party Con.c;Jress scheduled for 

October was to be built around a major new ·departure 

desiQned by Ben Salah • 11 Barly in the year, plans were 

announced to enlar~e productia:l cooperativ·e from 2.5 to 

10 million acres by the end of the yeer. That would have 

brought roughly half of the more productive land in Tunilllia 

Wlder the cooper at 1 ves. Lendownors and potU:IMto in the 

party •a traditional power centers were tolci that by the 

end of the year their hold1nc;Js would be converted into 

production cooperatives. 

These proposals brought the discontent that had 

been building up both within and without the party to a 

head. It was noticed tl,at, throu9h the Natiooel Council 

of Cooperation, Ben Salah would achieve final control 

over the Ministry of the Interior which ultimately would 
I 

exercise administ.rative influence. By 1969, Ben Salah 

wos in a precarious position. On 8 September, 1969, 

ho wao demot.ed to the Minister of education • 12 

The industrial sector did expand under Ben salah•s 

•::,utelage. Phosphate prodtction, in a slump since before 

11 Douglas Ashford, End of An Krc for Tunicia, 
A,grj.ga Re_oort, vol. 15, no. 1, January, 1970, 
pp. 29-30. 

12 Douglas Ashford, n. 11, P• 30. 
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World War ll. revived ae the ~ovsr·nment built treatment 

emd processinQ plontu capable of export-inc;J phoaphat~ 

products that were more lucrative than the l"aW mineral. 

ln 1966, the start of production in Saharan oil fields 

prompted the construction of a refinery, which lessened 

Tunisia •s need to import petrolewn products that were 

crucial to industrialization. Similarly, steel mill• 

and cement factories boosted national self-sufficiency 

by sUpplying essential materials for the building boom 

,then under way •13 

Ban Salah was f acinQ QrowinQ opposition within 

the party. Ho wes, however, allowed to conteut in the 

aasembly elections from Monastir, a sign of possible 

recovery 1n the eyes of the party, but received only 8, 660 

out of over 52,000 votes cast. By mid-November Ben 

Salah had lost all his positions 1n the party and govern

ment: • 14 The rise and fall of Ben Salah, and hie coopera

tive movement marked the beginning of the deep rift in 

the Destour Socialist Party and the challenge to the 

direct and unquestioned leadership of Habib BourQuib~t. 

13 Kenneth J. Perkins, TunJ.!;i.o cropuoa.sl!L.9Lth9 
l§lamic_Qnd_Jyr2Rean Worlds (Colorado, 1986), . 
p. 133. 

14 Douglas Ashford, n. 11, pp. 30-31. 
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Af~er 1968 Bourc;;uiba became ill. '!'here was a 

strug9le for power amon~ hi& lieutenllnts. The major 

canpetiticn was between Anned Ben Salah and supporters of 

the cooperative program on the one hand and liberal members 

of the PSD Central Committee, led by Al'med Mestiri, on 

the other .. Hol,ever, Bour9uiba's health improved in 1969 

and he sided with the libecala. Ben Salah was expelled 

from the party and was later convicted of hi~h treason. 

He remained in prison until 1973, when he escaped and 

fled to Rurope. 15 

The exit of Ben Salah did not ease the problem. 

Many members of the PSD wanted a more liberal functioning 

within the party. Ahmed Mestiri, Secretary of defense, 

had resioned in protest against the arbitrary nature of 

government. His criticism against Bour9uiba was that, he 

had avoided political and social growth in Tunisia while 

attemptinc;~ economic proQress. Tho bit terne&s of the 

repression that followed indicated the ri.Qidity that had 

overtaken Tunisian political life. The Party Congress 

sUpported Bour£uiba, disapprovin<J st ron9ly of M.estir i•s 

attitude. Thus it became clear that Bourguiba he.d 

successfully used the party in the 1962-69 period to 

15 Mark Tessler, T m is ia at the crossroads, Cur regt 
H18~0£Y, Vol. 84, no. 502, May 1985, P• 218. 
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fight apathy among the m8sses, but had not created a 

ca1sensus aii\Ong the political elites .16 

Mestiri•s refueal to cooperate, Ben Salah •e disas

trous economic policies and the ensuin9 cr1L'is violently 

'exposed the shallowness of unity 1n the Tunisian system. 

Bourguiba had failed to notice that his attempt at insti

tutionalization was not appropriate to his country. As 

opposed to the Westem model he had closely observed in 

Europe, Tunisia did not possess hiQhly organized, specialized 

or independent interests ~.t:oups for reachin~ decisi.ons. 

With several of these elements now in decline, basic 

weaknesses became apparmt. The two-way communication 

system between party and masses on which Bourguiba had 

relied to institutionali~e his authority had failed· 

Mobilization and political education had been grossly 

exaggerated. Consultation with the masses or the elites 

concerning the implementation of the new agricultural 

reforms was non-existent. 17 

Two conditions had been essential until this time: 

a stronQ convincing leadership and a homogeneous elite 

behind the leader. These two condi tiona no longer prevailed 

16 Dirk Vandewalle, n. 3, p. 156. 

17 Ibid., P• 157. 
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in 1969. Rven the most vocal supporters o~ Bourguiba had 

to admit that in t1·usting Ben Salah so ucompletely for so 

long, the usually infallible Bourc;Juiba had been miet.eken". 

Subordination of individual and party claims on the grounds 

of national interest had lost all relevance. Despite the 

consensus ~sed from above the elites now differed 

substantially as to the tempo and scope of political 

change. Above all, the realization dawn~d on the Tunis ian 

population that Bour~uibe had carefully manipulated and 

orchestrated all political decisions until 1969~ and 

that the Deatour was, in effect, a meano to achieve that 

end.lS 

With his charismatic appeal substantially diminished 

and his control over the Destour threatened, Bourguiba 

seemed eti.ref ul not to anta~onize the elites further and 

and for the time being the masses. In Decenber 1969 

he n~med Bahi Ladgham ( Bahi al-Adgham) , -Secretary General 

of the Destour and a personal confidant of the President, 
I 

as Premier of the country. He also urged the National 

~sembly to adopt Article 51 of the constitution which 

provided that a Premier picked by the .,resident and not 

accountable to the National Assembly was to succeed h1m. 19 

18 Dirk Vandewalle, n. 3, p. 157. 

19 Ibid., PP• 157-58. 
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Bourguiba •a impact on the political process was 

slowly being eroded. After Mestiri and his collaborator 

Habib Boulares, Minister of Information ~d Culture, had 

threatened to resign because of what they called an 

•excess of stability withJn stability"~ Bour~uiba was 

finally forced to make concessions. He felt that Tunisia 

would be more stable if his pot.S'ltial successor was someone 

used to handling executive and adniniatrative affairs 

i.e. the l?renier- rather than the head of the National 

Assembly as his adVersari~ wanted. By January 1971, this 

group, led by Mestiri, challenged Bourguiba who was forced 

to submit the amendment to the eighth Congress of the 

Destour. In retrospect the eighth Congress became the 

final battle cjround between those seeking liberalization 

and tho conservatives. The "successor amend"nent" was 

passed, the candidate was to be elected by the Party, not 

the President. As a result Boul\:Julba launched a press 

campaign against Mestir1 ~d suspended him from all party 

activities in 1972. Althou<;jh that stratemr probably 

'i~reventod the Congress fran passing the amendment, the 
.~ . 

long~range effects were disastrous. A serious split was 

brought about in the DSP thereby further weakening 

Bourguiba •s prestige' to control the political process. 

The overall message of the Congress was anti-Bourgu1ba. 

The principls of electing his successor was agreed upon 
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and the principle of responsibility of the Prsnier to 

the National AS56i1lbly was also approved. 20 

However, despite the initial setback, Bourguibe 

was abla to rally support amon9 the party delegates 

between 197 2-74. By 1974, when the PSD Con~ress met. 

aQain, he was in control of the situation end that Con<;;~reaa 

declArGd Bour<Juiba Preaidant for lito. 

The new regime was mora conservative econanically 

and was less concerned aboUt social refo~ and political 

mobilization. Bouq~uiba named Hedi Nouira, the former 

Director of the National Bank, as the Prime Minister. 

Bourguiba and Nouira expanded the private sector, dis

mantled most of the nation •s cooperatiVE'S and actively 

encouraged foreign i.rlvestme.nt, claiming that they were 

evolution aries not revolutionaries. 2l 

' 
The machinery of thu PSD astrophied. Althou9h 

po1it ical freedom had been limited, the new rf)(dime was 

less tolerant of dissent (Uld more narrowly tied to a 

single ideology. Grass root political activity diminished 

and the party lost its dynamism at the local level. 

Most PSJl canrnit tees did little more than dispense 

20 Dirk Vandewalle, n. 3, po 159. 

21 MarkTessler, n. 15, p. 218. 
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patronage in order to retain the support of local notables. 

Opposition began to grow not only in Tunisia, where 

it was constitutionally not prevented, and also abroad 

where Tunisians were living 1n exile. 22 

In such an environment Ben Salah established the 

~~..Jl!Y~~PQpuWa 'MUP) from his Kuropean base. 

The MUP was banned in Tunisia end between 1974-76, many 

sympat hisers of Ben Salah were arrested. 23 

Mestiri and his supportera also formed the ~uvomGG1 

W,b&~ Romog,ot§!ll \iQJ;j~ (MOO) but their 1978 request for 

recognition was denied. They ware, however, permitted 

to publish newspapers, which were occasionally shut down 

for criticizing the government .24 

Another contributor to the opposition crystallizing 

in the 1970s was Muhammad Masmudi. He was foreign minister 

it:i 1974.. Masmudi had negotiated a Libyan-Tunisian merger 

that he claimed would alleviate some of Tunisia •s economic 

woes by providing jobs in Libya for unemployed Tunisians. 

Bourguiba virtually accepted the idea but later withdrew 

his support and ejected Masmudi from both the government 

22 Mark Tessler, n. 15, pp. 2l8-19. 

23 I bid., p. 219 • 

24 I bid. , p • 219 • 
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and the PSD. The ex-minister did not create a formal 

political orc;;anization, but his criticism of the reg1Jne 

and hi~ good relations with revolutionary Libya, made 

him an ~rtant focal point for anti-Bourguibist acti

vists. 25 

Students constitutad the rec;Jime •s greateBt sin9le 

internal challenge. The system •s increasin9 author i-

tar ian ism disaffected many independent minded l.llli versity 

students who responded with regular and intense demons

trations since the middle of 1960s. Regime's reBponse to 

student agitation was harsh. 26 Many dissatisfied students 

and intellectuals supported the Tunis-based social 

Democrats and the radical MUP. 

Ben Salah•s downfall allowed his FSD critics to 

reassert their influence, precipitating a major reor9ani

zation of the economy. With the government perilcusly 
I 

close to bftnkruptcy, only generous foreign aid and 

infusions of private capital were thought to be able. to 

shore up the deteriorating situation. Private forei9n 

investments ware mode as att..ract iv«t as possible. Hedi 

Nouira was the principal architect of this new 

25 Perkins, n. 13, P• 152. 

26 uavid E. Long and Bernard Reich, ed., ~pyern~ 
1\!!!LPolit ics of the M.i,C\dle_b.!! a.nJi N..PUJLM.fjg, 
1980, p. 455. 
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policy. 27 

.In the first Five Year Plan of the 1970s ( 1973-77} 

the governmmt stressed labour-intensive industries and 

anticipated that the creation of new jobs would be the 

primary contribution of most new investments made during 

the plan. Employment opportunities were clearly the 

greatest benefit of the •offshore• industries promoted 

by Nouira. However, on the whole, the ciecis ion to rely 

on private investors to create new jobs met only with 

relativu success. The availability of places in the 

work force failed to keep pace with the population growth, 

which lowered around about 3 per cent annually nationwide 

and vas higher in the citles. Moreover, women who had 

not prev1ously worked held many new jobs. Forei~n 

enployers did not share the reluctance of their Tun 1&1en 

oounterparta to hire women. These factors reduced the 

new induatry•s impact on unemployment, and many men 

remained out of work or underemployed. 28 

There was however a price to be paid for the 

economic policies of the Nouira government. The decision 

to gear the economy toward exports rather than internal 

27 Perkins, n. 13, p. 136. 

28 1 bid., p. 136. 
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consumption, the heavy emphasis on foreign investments, 

and ,the willinc;;ness to lean on labour migration to temper 

unemployment - in short, the exti·oversion of the economy 

he.d inherent dant~are. Excessive dependence on fore1Qn 

markets rendered Tunisia vulnerable to, circumstances it 

could not influroce. An oil glut on world markets, for 

example, lessened Tunisia •s income, sending shock waves 

through an economy that had come to rely on subst.antial 

oil revenues for continued growth. 29 

Oil exports remained steady at about 4 million tons 

a year, but their value skyrocketed after the world energy 

crisis of 1973-74. Income from petroleum exports increased 

more than too-fold during the 1970s, makin~:i oil Tunisia •s 

pt•imary mourco of r~vonu0. ltorly in thtJ followin<J 

decade, when p•·oduct ion had r.ieen by another million tono 

annually, oil supplied some 16% of the state•s funds .30 

Tha price of oil rose dr~aticallY in 1973. 

The oil prices, however, declined in late 1985 and 

early 1986. In Tunisia oil exports account for a 

substantial percentage of export and share in hard 

currency. With prices declining by more than helf there 

----------------
29 Perkins, n. 13, p. 137. 

30 Ibid., P• 137. 
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were heavy losses not only in revenue but also in export 

earnings. 31 

Investors • desires for sizeable and rapid profits 

caused an imbalanced development in industrial sectors. 

Many more business employing workers with minimal skills 

{such as textile) were built than were the more sophisti

cated plants such as food processing factorias. Though 

initially more expensive to staff and operate, these 

would have better served Tunisian economic interests 

in the long rWl. The siting of new factories brought 

about another form of imbalance. Investors preferred to 

locato alr:~'lc;J tha coast, especially around Tunis, where 

the supply of well-trained workers was Qreater than else-

whore. A8 a reflult. 90 per cent of all new jobro wer-3 in 

these areas, creating urHmployrnent in neglected reg1ona. 32 

In final analysis, the shift from the self-centered 
' 

development of Ben Salah•s authoritarian socialism to 

the extroversion of Nouira•s economic liberalism created 

social traumas cancellin9 many of the advantages of the 

economic grolrt.h achieved in 1970s. 

" --------
31 !!,Qrld Bank Ann_tl.Sl.!~R9!:! (Washington, 1986) , 

p. 105. 

32 Perki~s, n. 13, p. 138. 
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The econanic situation of the 1970s made class 

. disparities glaringly and pai.'lfully evident. Twenty per 

cent of the inhabitants accounted for more than half of 

all funds spent by Tunisians, whereas the poorest twenty 

per cant accounted for a mere five per cent of those total 

expenditures. The widening gap between haves and have 

nots spawned jealousies and heightened tensions. 

ln the agricultural sector conditions also deterio

rated. Many small farmers, to whom their land was 

restored, after the dismantling of the cooperatives 

lacked sufficient capital. 33 That. added further to the 

economic discontent especially in the rural aector which 

had ito po1it ic.:ll imp1ioat ion for the rec,Jime. 

Thutt in bri8t it can bo said, t.het btJtwc~ 19&0 

and 1970, the average annual increase in per capita 

gross don est ic product ( GDP) was 1. 2 per cent • In the 

vital agricultural sector it was only o.os per cent. 

Floods in late sixties had sane .impact on ac.;r1culture • 

The situation with respect to trade was similar. Kxports 

increased every year but the balance of payments consis

tently worsened. 34 

-------
33 ·Perkins, n. 13, pp. 138-39. 

34 Mark r.L'essler, n. 15, P• :218. 
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Tun is !a • s a9~Jre<::;al e GlJP increased about 7 per cent 

annually between 1973-76 and even more between 1977-80. 

As for the danestic econany, the position of manufacturing 
' 

in GOP increased from 8 per cent in 1961 to 14 per cent 1n 

1983. There was a large decline in the position of 

.agriculture during this period fran 24 per cent to 13 

per cent of GDP. 35 

The distribution of resources was further highly 

skewed. There was a distributive Qap between the rich 

and the poor. Une~T~ployment and underemployment was on a 

populetion. The Qovernment tried to tackle these problems, 

but its success was limited. The developnent plan of 

1982-86 increased investment in agriculture sector from 

13 to 19 per cent to reduce food imports and to foster 

rural develo_pmen t. But due to weather conditions the 

projected 5% annual ~rowth agricultural productivity was 

not met. On the contrary, cereal imports increased and 

agricultur~•s share of GDP continued to decl1ne. 36 

In 1983, the GDP was~ 8.136 bn, and it came to 

~ 8.027 bn in 1984; thus the GDP ~rowth rate was 4.5 

per cent in 1983 and it increased to 5. 5 per cent in 1984. 

--------
35 Mark Tessler, n. 15, P• 220. 

36 Ibid., P• 220. 
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lnflation waa on a rise from 6.0 per cent in 1983 to 

8.2 per cent in 1984; debt also increased from 1 3.40 in 

1983 to ~ 4.10 m in 1984.37 

The GUP growth rate fell fran almost six per cent 

in 1985 to one per cent in 1986, in part· becaUBe of a 

drought that resulted in s thirteen per cent decline in 

acricultural output fn:an its record 1985 performance.38 

Consequently the share of agriculture in merchandise 

export also declined substantially. Inflation reduced 

from 8.0 per cent 1n 1985 to 5.8 per cent in 1986; debt 

rose from~ 3.8 bn to ~ 5.6 bn in 1986. 39 

P roblsns of debt and in£ lat ion are closely lin ked 

to domestic fiscal imbalance. Government and overall 

public sector budgets were in a deficit 1n most of tbe 

region •s borrowers. Deficits in countries like Algeria 

and Tunisia were significant in 1987.40 

Militant lslamic groups also ~norged and became 

very active and vocal in the seventies, thereby further 

------------------
37 

'38 
; 

39 

40 

~Mi~~£Y~!~. 1985-86 (London, 1985}, 
p. 86 • 

\fo&"!g..l!,gnk Annual p.~~ (washington, 1987) , 
p. 104. 

The Mi~l_~~, 1987-88 (London,.l987), p. 114. 

Worlg 8a.nls Annt,tSil R!J~ (Washington, 1987), 
P• 106. 
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canplicating thE: political picture. The Association for 

the Protection of the KorC~n was founded in 1970 and was 

granted legal status as a cultural group. By 1984-85 

the Mouvemeat de h....Ien9§nce lslarn!SY$ 'MI'l}, which was 

not a legal body had been domiriant • They posed another 

challenge to the government as they condemned the regime 

and its policies. Many MI'l leaders were arrested by the 

government in the early 1980s. 41 

Tunisian workers also became reactive. Habib 

Anchou.r, leader of the UGL'T, attempted to establish a 

labour party at the end of 1977. Anchour, hoped for a 

United States backl.n~, but it did not materialize and 

Anchour declared a stJ·ike instead. 42 Following strikes 

in 1976, tha gove1 nment and tbe U(,TT ne9otiated a "social 

contract" in 1977, yiving industrial woi-kers pGy raises 

linked to inflation. But labour unrest continued, and 

the government \'ffiS disturbed by the preBence of many 

unemployed young people at anti government demonst tat ions. 

some PSD officials arrued that the disturbances were an 

understandable response to economic and social dislocations 

but Nouira took a hard line and BourQuiba supported him. 

------
41 Mark T es sl er, n • 15, p • 219 • 

42 Dirk Vandewalle, n. 3, p. 159. 
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There was a major cabinet reshuffle, ond the <;;~overnment 

encouraged attac~ on UGTT off1ces. 43 

The Union's response came 1n J·anuary, 1978. 

Anchour resigned from his poa it ion in the PSD Political 

Bureau and the Central Committee. The UGTT called a 

general strike for January 26. Although_ violence was 

not encouraged by the uc,n, extensive rioting accompMied 

the strike, demonstrating the anger of the urban poor. 

At least 100 people were killed as the army struggled 

to restore order. Hundreds more were arrested, including 

Anchour. 26 January 1978 became known as •alack Thursday•. 

Anchour was sentenced to ten years imprisonment and 

hard labour. Althou~h BOUl{;Uiba pardoned him in 1979, 

he remained under house arrest until 1981. For its 

p8rt, the UGTT moderated its opposition and appointed 

44 
a now Sf'crote~ry-Gonoral. Howovcr Anchour Wfts roleat~ed 

in December 1901, whcan he wae allowed to·revumu hie 

position aa the head of the UGTT.
45 

January 1980 was marred by the Gafsa incident, 

when a group of dissidents, then thought to have been 

43 Mark Tessler, n. 15, p. 219. 

44 Ibid., P• 219. 

45 The tlidslk..~-.ADS f;iprth .f4I1£s, 1988 (London, 
1987), edn. 34, P• 771. 
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Libyan inspired, at tacked the aout harn mining town of 

Gafsa. The ensuin<; confusion strikingly exposed an 

alarming lack of preparedness and equipment in the Tunis ian 

armed forces. Another cminous si9n was the fact that 

Tunisians for the first time took up· arms a~ainst the 

Qovernment and sought to spark. off a popular uprising 

in a traditionally underprivileQed re..-gion. 46 

According to the official statements. (1980-81), 

the Gafsa incident was only the last link in a loog 

chain of attempts by Libyan strongman, Muamar Qaddhafi 

to topple Tunisia •s ~overnment,. Moreover, the two leaders 

of the terrorist group that attacked Gafsa were lon9 time 

opponents Of Pres:td?nt Bour~ruiba•s rule. The rebels were 

Ahmed .Merc;,:heni and Ezzedine Sherif. MerQheni was sentenced 

to five years imprisonment in 1974 after trying to blow 

up the Tunis off ices of the Destour Sociali•t Party. 

In 1976 he was freed as part of an amnest.y and went' to 

Libya, where he received ~uerrilla trainin~. ln 1962 

s hor if wns o<:mt:.onC<!:!<1 to 10 yfUll"ll impr:loonmunt tor h1a 

involv~ent in an attempted coup a£&inst Bourguiba. 47 

46 Howard Schissel, Facing a Future Without Bourc;ruiba, 
Africa Report I vol. 29, no. 6, November-Dec~ber 1 

1984, p. 68. 

47 Peter s idler, Tense Times in Tunisia I il1j.&;H? 
Rev!.ew_of l-lor.l£i.l\ffai~r~, vol. 30, no. 2, 1980, 
P• 20. 
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Out tho£Jo e~vontB oonnot be relied' av in 19tH, it 

W'lUi. known t. hat the rebels had Algf.lrian connect ionv and 

not Libyan connections. 48 

Rvents in Tunisia took a new turn. Nouira the 

protege of Bour~uiba, suffered a strok~ early in 1980 

and was replaced with Moharrmad ~1zali, a former minister 

of edu~tion. The new ~ovcunment movod 1n the directic.n 

of political liberalization. Mzali released politicAl 

prisoners. He also brought into his cabinet a member of 

the MDS and several former ministers who had lost their 

positions in 1977 for opposing Noui.ra •a hard line a~ainst 

labour. Karly in 1981, axmesty was c;;!l.'Gnted to all menbcrs 

of the MUP except Ben Salah, who remained in exile. 49 

At a special PSl> Congress in April i981, Bourguiba 

declared that non-PSD candidates would be allowed to 

participate in parliamentary elections scheduled for 
I 

November. Any ~roup receiving five per cent of the vote 

would be recognized as a political pa,t:tyo In July, the 

Tunisian Communist Party (PC!') was recognized and was 

exempted even f .rom th~ five per cent rule. The PCI' and 

the MDS both presented candidates, as did a Tunis-based 

------------------
48 Schissel, n. 46, p. 68. 

49 Hark Tessler, n. 15, p. 219. 
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faction of the HUP. sometimes known as MUP-2, the new 

faction headed by Mohammed Bel Hadj Arnor, distanced 

itself from Ben Salah's group in s:urope. In the elections, 

however, none of these factions won seats. The PSl> 

cooperating electoral front with UGTT won 95% of the 

popular voto, in an all 136 seats. 

Continuing the trend toward pluralism, the MDS 

and MUP 'Amor•s) faction were recognized by the government 

,in 1983. Nevertheless, because of the weakness of groups 

outside the PSD and irr~ularities in the 1981 voting, 

many ~ritics doubted whether Mzali was seriously interested 

1n creating a multiparty politics. Among his challengers 

wore Dr iss Guiga, minister of the intm.·ior and an O.Pponent 

of multiparty politics, and Mohammed Sayah, a former PSI> 

Sacrotary General, who had supporte~ Nouira•s hard line 

in 1978. Some of his rivals were reportedly receiving 
51 

support from Bourguiba•s wife, Wassila.· 

These develqpments increased uncertainty and 

political frustration. The PSD had lost its dynamism but 

it was resisting any movement toward c;~enuine power 

sharing. Inside the party, Mzali and others were 

absorbed in intraparty battles. Finally, although 

50 Hark ·ressler, n. 15, p. 219. 

51 Ibid., P• 219. 
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Bourguiba remained active, the President celebrated his 

80th birthday in 19£3. His advancinctl age added to 

concern about the country's future.S2 

A struggle for po\·ter within the PSD had been 

under w-ay for several years. Mzali•s opponents had been 

trying to diminish his influence and the Prime Minister, 

on his part, had sought to remove challengers from 

important positions. In 1983, Mzali ~naged to oust 

Mansour Moalla, the Minister of Planning and r inance and 

Tah.:•t· Bolhodja, t.hc Millintor of lnformation. Both wore 

political veterans. 53 '1' here was rivalry between Mzali 

and Driss Guiga, Minister of the Interior. He claimed 

that Mzali and othen:> were responsible for the decision 

to raise brttad prices in 1984. However, he was forced 

to resign and was later imprisoned. Mzali fu.zther renoved 

a numbttr of officials who had been &iibOCiated with 

Guic;;;a •. There were also several cabinet shuffles. But 

Mzali' s position was becoming increasingly insecure. 

The1·e were some very strong challengers like, Fort=i9ll 

Minister Beji Caid Rssebsi and Habib Bourguiba Jr. 

(Presidg:1t •s son). Another strong opponent of Mzali 

was Mohammed Sayah, fo.tmer PSD executive secretary. 

52 Mark Tessler, n. 15, pp. 219-20. 

53 1 bid • 1 p • 229 • 
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He was ambassador to Italy in 1984. Sayah came back to 

Tunisia in 1984, and became the Minister of Housing 

and B:qu ipment. 54 

Apart from these challenges, the number and strength 

of pol it icdl rivals was increasinQ. The legal opposition 

compri.sed of the MDS, the PC.'"l' and MUP-2, although all 

throe k.ept a low pl·ofile during 1984. MUP-1 was still 

banned. 55 

The most serious institutional challenges came 

from labour and the religious groups under the MTI. 

UGTT was weakened in 1984 by a split leading to the 

formation of the National union of Tunisian Workers (UNTT). 

l.NTT was pro..governmmt in orientations. UGrT, however, 

resisted Mzali's proposed austerity program, which it 

considered unfair to workerse56 

There was a crisis in January 1984- Mobs went on 

rarnpuges throughout the towns and cit1es of Tunisia. 

Provoked by an increase in the price of bread and othec 

basic items due to government withdrawing subsidias 

under the pressure of the lMF and the World Bank, masses 

54 Mark Tessler, n. 15, p. 229. 

55 Ibid., P• 230e 

56 Ibid., P• 230. 
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demonstrated veritable class hatred a~ainst the re~ime 

and its midd~e as well as uppez classes. The President's 

convoy was atoned on returning from preparations for 

the f 1ft1eth anniversary of the ruling party. The events 

of 1984 marked not only a crisis of the government bUt 

also of the party and the society. 57 lt projected the 

Army as a new factor in Tunisian politics. 

ln the 1904 riots the officers apparently resented 

on being ordered to fire on their countrymen. The 

composition of the officers corps was also changing faat. 

Professional soldiers, educated before independence, ~re 

retiring,. Young officers tended to be more politically 

conscious and ideolo~ioally oriented. Some- had modest 

backgrounds and were highly sensitive to socio-economic 

disparities. ln the wake of challenQea from Libya, the 

government had responded to the military •s call for a 

pro<.;~ram of modernization. It created a dilemma for 

civilian politicians, who wanted to keep the military 

happy, but woo were reluctant to divert resources from 

other pressing needs. In view of these eonsiderations 

it was not clear whet her the military would rttllain sub-

servient to civilian authority. 

------------------
57 Clement Henry Moore, Tunisia and Bourguibiames 

Twenty Years of Crisis, ThiJA Mprlsi ~~tly, 
vol. 10, no. 1, January 1988, p. 185. 

58 Mark Tessler, n. 15, p. 230. 
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All these were challenges, which left Tunisia 

facing an uncertain future. If the PSD remained moribund 

but. continued to preside over a hollow pluralism, popular 

frustration would increase and one or several of the 

government's rival's would challenge it by extra-legal 

means. Alternatively if the PSD permitted genuine 

competitioo for po-wer, an effective multiparty system 

would gradually emerge. The PSD would be one of several 

major parties or a rejuvenated PSD might cont~nue to 

dominate, darnonst rat i.nQ it~J 1 etidermhip ability. 59 

In the wake of all these political and economic 

challenges Bourguiba sought to take the initiative by 

bringing the so called economic stabil:lsation plan. lt 

however, sought to stren~then the model of development 

that had led to economic discontent and food riots of 

1984. Despite warnin<:,s the government persisted in its 

new economic policy. 

The new plan, unweiled in stages after 19 August 

1986 but already elaborated for the most part before 

Mzali •a departure in July, applied the short-term teechings 

of the International Monetary Fund \lMF~ and the middle

term strate~·ies of the World Bank ( lBRD) • The plan 

___._......,. ____ _ 
59 Mark Tessler, n. 15, p. 230. . 
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called for a ret urn to a at rategy of development based 

on promoting e.>,:ports. Hence it led to fundamental 

modifications of the Tunisian dinar. lt also called 

for a 9reater effic.if·ncy in the utilisation and allocation 

of resvurces. Hence, it int reduced measures to remove 

price contz:ols, to imJ?rove credit allocatioo, to liberate 

interest rates, to encounge privute investment and to 

rdllove import restrictions, and also to diminish. subsi

dies and loans to failing enterprises and to rationalise 

the tax structure. Lastly it sought to bring about a 

greater utilisation of manpower. Hence it offered 

encouragement to small and medium sized enterprises in 

labour-intensive sectors where investment was less 

costly. 60 

If all the proposed reforms were fully applied, 

Tuni~ia would have a perfect liberal economy open to 

foreign trade. lt was in fact stipulated that imports 

were to be to~ally deregulated by 1988 and that import 

duties was to be reduced to a ma:xin1um of 25 per cent 

by 1991. 61 

Since the balance of payments would not support 

deregulated imports without a dramatic growth of export-

6Q Moore, n. 57, pp. 160-81. 

61 Ibid . , p • 181 • 
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oriented industries tbe real financial ta_sk was to 

increase the allocation of credits to the latter. The 

structural reforms, therefore, «;}ave priority to the reform 

of the l:.>ank.ing sector. The first structural reform tQ 

be applied, was in fact the •liberaticn • of interest 

rate, charged and offered by CX)lllmercial ·banks. 62 These 

so-called reforms hit the poorer sectlon most and further 

eroded the stature of Bourgui~ as the Life-President. 

[Qreign Poli~ Tuni~ 

Despite thu cordial relations between Bourguiba 

and the French Governnu:nt, Tuni&ia often clashed with 

Franco. ln October 1956, leaders of the AlQerian Nat ~onal 

Liberation Front \F'LN) were kidnapped by French forces 

on their way to a meeting in Tunis with President Bourguiba 

meeting with Kin(; aft.er this Muhammad V of Morocco. 

Danonstrations broke out in Tunis, and relations were 

strained to the point that Tunisia recalled its ambassador 

from Paris. Tunicians supported the Algerian rebels 

openly. This caused widespread French indigination 

and led to numerous protests and culminated in a 

suspension of French eoonat~ic aid to Tunisia in May 1957. 

62 Hoore, n. 57, PP• 181-82. 
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There \vas a Frontier incident in 1956-57 which 

brought about an intern6tionnl basie 1n 1958. A FrMch 

airc,raft bombed the Tunisian border town of Sakiet .Sidi 

Youssef, claimin<; tbct it was har·bouring Algerian troops. 

Casualties among Tun is ian civilians was heavy and the 

Tunisian reaction was heated. A blocade was imposed on 

French foices in the country. and incidents occurred 1n 

a few areas. After General de Gaulle came to power, an 

exchange of letters bet\tTeen him and President Bourguiba 

established a modus vivendi. 63 

French troops evacuated all bases 1n Tunisia 

except the Bizerte complex; the Tunisian blocade was 

ended, and the French withdrew without opposition to 

Bizerte, whose future was left unsettled •. Some French 

nationals were expelled fran front .ier governorates during 

the Sakiet crisis, and the Kuropean population, declil)ed 

considerably in 1958. 

By 1961 it appeared that France .was not interested 

in settling outstandin~ issues with Tunisia, which ·was 

till then follo\dng a policy of moderation. These 

conditions led Bourguiba to renew the call for the 

"Battle of Kducation• and announce the blocade of the 

63 G .H. Carter I African One !:artY states {New York, 
1962) 1 p e 75 • 
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Bizerte bases. 

Kvents at Bizerte soon escaped Tunisian control. 

Tunisian forces fired oo French aircraft and impeded 

communications between isolated parts of the base. ln 

a powerful counterattack, French paratroopers dispersed 

the blockaders, reestablished contact. with. all units, 

and occupied part of lhe city itself. The Tunisians 

lost over 1,300 men. The shock of the battle was deeply 

felt throughout the country. lt was felt that co

operation with France could never be undertaken on 

exactly the same baa i.s as before. ·However after 

Bourgui'ba •s return from the BelQrade Conference in 1961, 

negotiations with France were under way on all outstanding 

issues, including trade and cultural arrangements. 6 4 

Tunisia felt that the revolutionary Algerian 

leadership, which was close to Salah Ben Youaseuf wo,uld 

pose a threat. Also, after 1962, Bourguiba did blame 

Algeria for support. in~ the Yousseuf ists. Relations 

between Bourguiba and Houri Benemedienne of Algeria 

rena.ined tense. HO\~ever, Bel.llledienne •s death in 1979 

led to a change in Tun is ian-Algerian relations. The 

new P residant, Shadli Ben Jadid, inaugurated a letJs 

64 Carter, no 63, p. 76. 
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ideological more pragmatic approach to foreign policy. 

Tensions eased with Tunisia. ln 1983, the two countries 

signed an accord laying the groundwork for a Maghrib 

Union patterned on tr.1e U:uropean Economic Community and 

the Gulf Cooperation Council. 

With other Arab countries Tunisia •s relations since 

1956 have been complicated and troubled o They were 

distorted from the start by the involvement with France. 

Relations with Morocco became tense after Morocco failed 

to support Tunisia in the latter's quarrel with Egypt 

at thtJ Arab Laacue meet.ing in 1958. ln 1960 relat iono 

with Morocco W('!re worst whm Tunisia.. cosponsored Mauri-

taina for admission to the united Nat ions and became 

the only Ar~b country to recognize the new state, whose 

terri tory Morocco cluimed as part of ~ts OWn. The 

Moroccan ambassador left Tunis, and violent attacks 

were made by the Moroccan press and state radio on 

Tunisia. These were stilled for some time after. the 

funeral of Muhammad V early in 1961, but subsequently 

. 65 
they increased again. 

Tuhisia had good relations with the more moderate 

African states, notably Nigeria, Togo, cameroun and the 

------------------
65 Curter, n. 63, p. 78. 
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members of the French comnunity. Relat io~s with Libya 

reached a low ebb in J\uc;ust 1985 after Tunisia expelled 

a total of 283 Libyan nationals 6 including most of the 

Libyan diplomats in retaliation against Col. Qaddafi•s 

decision to expel some 30,000 Tunisians working in Libya. 

Qaddafi threat~ed the use of military force. However, 
i 

Morocco offered to n1ediate between the two cx:nmtries. 

In Septeuber 1985, Tunisia severed diplomatic relations 

with Libya. 66 

Relations between Tunisia and the United States 

were close. I>espi te minimal private U.s • investments 

in Tunisia, the United states had been the largest single 

supplier of aid to the country, providinQ more than ~ '1 

billion in the three decades since independence. U.s. 

assistance was intended to foster economic development 

and contribute to the stability of a nation whose policies 
I 

with a few notable exceptions, have Qenerally accorded 

with those of the United states. Beyond this confluence 

of vie\fs on matters of mutual importance, Tunisia •s 

:,ocat ion beside the narrow sealanes of the central 

Mediterranean is of £reat strategic value to the Western 

alliance in general and to the U.s. Vlth fleet in 

particular. Initially, development aid constituted 
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the largest portion of u.s. assistance. Since the leta 

1970s however military aid rose in prominence. ln 1984, 

military sales and grants to Tunisia exceeded~ 100 

million, compared with less than ~ 13 million in economic 

assistance. This contrasts with an annual total aid 

commitment of roughly ~ SO million at the end of the 

1970s less than half of which was earmarked for the 

armed forces. 

The u.s. decision to emphasise military aid came 

1n response to Tun is ian ~overnment claims that its small 

armed forces needed mor·e and better equipmEnt to protect 

the cou~try from neighbours intent in meddling in itB 

domestic politics. Libya •s role in orchestrating the 

attack on Uafsa in 1980 proved that the accusaticns 

levelled against Oadaafi had some substan.ce. The 

United States agreed to Tunittian requests to escalate 

the already expanding military assistanqe program bY 

makjng hi~hly sophisticated weaponry available to the 

Tunisian military. 

Relations between Tunisia and USA were tempoJ;"arily 

--
soured in October 1985, as a result of the bombing by 

Israeli aircraft of the headquarteis of the PLO I ne~r 

Tunie 67 in roprc:tisal for the murder of three Israeli's 

67 Perkins 1 n. 13, pp. 166-67. 
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in Cyprus. ln it ially the U.s • government upheld 

Israel's right to retaliate but eventually modified its 

support, owing to Tunisian and international contiemnation 

~of the raid, However .. by March 1986 relations between 

the USA and Tunif5ia improved. 

Thus, there was a gradual and steady erosion of 

Bourguiba•s popularity and credibility of the regime. 

1984 was the high water mark in that respect. Opposition 

from students, labour union, Islamic growth; deterior~ting 

economic condition and repeated clashes with other countries 

undermined Bourguiba • s power base. 

In such condit.ic.ns, on 7 November 1987, Habib 

Bourguiba was removed from office at the age of 84 in 

a bloodless coup by General Zineh al-Abdin Ben Ali. 

The proaidontahip waa taken over by .Zinch al-Abdin Ben 

Ali, whom BourQuiba had appointed to premiership only 

a month or so ago. 68 

In a statement read over the national radio, Mr. 

Ben Ali said the 84 year old Bourgu1 hll was deposed 

because "based on his faith 1n medical report" he was 

incompetent to rule as he was too old·and sick. 69 

68 Hindustan ~§§(New Delhi}, 8 November, 1987. 

69 Ibid .. 
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After· coming to power, Ben Ali declared that 

tl~re would be changes in the constitution and other 

institutions. Ben Ali, however, paid homage to the 

deposed Preuident, whom he said,· had made the grE!ataat 

Silcrificea to liberC:tte Tunisia and said hie age had 

rendered him totally incapable of carrying out his 

vrea:idonLial uut io~t) ll 

Thus, the llfe of a. chari.smctic leader ended as 

a senile old man. 

70 Tiffies of lnQis 'New Delhi), 8 November, 19~7-



Chapter 5 

ConcluaJons 



Chnpt~"'r V 

'i'"'ather of the Nc.tion •, the· architect of modern 

Tunisia, Habib Bourc;:c.iba ruled the country ever since its 

independence frum France in 1956 till his removal in 1987. 

A thickest figure of medium hei~ht and with piercin~ 

blue eyes, Bouq;uiba was Qiven the ancient Berber warrior•s 

title of "supreme fighter" by his people in recognition 

of the battles which marked his long political career 

before and after the independence for which he struggled 

so hard. 

Bourguibe played a dominant role in the nationalist 

struggle of Tunisia. He was educated at Tunis and Pe;ris 

and began to practice law in Tunis in 1927. Be became 

an activo member of the Destour Party which was founded 

in 1920 and began to publish a radical journal (L • Action 

Tuni Sienne) in 1932. Less; than a year later the. paper 

was banned by the aut hoi ities, but the name of its 

editor had become well known. ln 1934 there was a break 

up in tht;, ddst-our party, and the Neo Destour Party was 

formed. 

The success of the Nco Destour Party, with 

Bourguiba as its leader was due to an intensified 

campaign of mass education, organizing youth groups, 
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holding demonstrations, establ.iahi!lg party organizations 

throughout the country, having affiliates to the party 

like·the UGT'f, UTAC, UNAT, UCla' and UNFT, and the 

charismatic and authc•ritative leadership of Habib 

Bourguiba. 

The Neo Destour party employed methods of wide

spread political agitation as a result of which Bour~uiba 

was exiled for qulte some time. With the victory of the 

Popular Front in France in 1936, Bourguiba returned to 

Tunisia. 

ln 1938 both the Destour and the Neo Dest.our 

ptut ies were di asolved. Bour~uiba remained in detentioo 

in Suropo until the a:xias powers treed him in .l943. He 

again went into exile from 1945 to 1949. In April 1950 

the Neo Destour•s proposals were put forward for the 

transfer of sovereignty and executive cont1ol to Tunisian 

hands. 

Bourguiba was arrested once more in January 1952, 

on the order of new resident gerH~ral, Jean de Harteclocque 

Mendes. France permitted Bourguiba to live under 

surveillance in France and a year later in 1954 he 

returned finally and in triunph to Tunis. In· July 1954 

the F rencb ,,ccepted the principle of internal 111utonomy 
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for Tunisia. Ne~otiations began between the two sides. 

Bourguiba advocated mode rat ion and willingness to meet 

the French more than half way. The final agresnent was 

signed in 1955. The main itans _of the agreement, high

lighted that Tunisian foreign pol icy would ranain under 

French supervision and Tunieia would remain within the 

French bloc. 

However final indep61dence to Tunisja wae accele

rated due to events in Morocco where the French and 

King Mohammad v were negotiating for ·full independence 

for Tunisia also. On 20 March, 1956, a protocol was 

signed by Tunisian Prime Minister and French Foreign 

Minister which recognised the independence of Tunisia 

1n foreign and defence matters a).so. On .11 April, 1956, 

Bourguiba became the Prime Minister and in July 1957, 

the Assembly declared Tunisia to be a republic and 

Bourguiba became lts .President. 

After coming to power in 1956, Bourguiba abolished 

the old insti.tutions. and created new institutions to 

suit his personali.ty. His major source of absolute 

power were mainly the constitution 1 presidential form of 

government and the single party system. ln the beg.inning 

he was demo~Idtic in his outlook but with the passage 

of time, he became intolerant of criticism and started 
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showing signs of a dictator and tr·ied to overpower the 

opposition through his hold over the i!lstitutions. 

Slowly because of this, he lost his power base and 

credibility and was c·usted from his off ice in a bloodless 

coup on 7 November 1987 by ~inah al Abedin Ben Ali. 

P rr~siJentship wa.s taken by Ztieh al-Abdin Ben Ali, 

whom Bour<;Juiba had appointed to premiership only about 

a month before the coup, llncter the Tunisian law premier 

succeeded the president. 

In a broadcetst, the new President declared that 

the removal of his prede~ssor had become necessary 

because of senility and lintering illness which made 

him totally incapable of undertakin9 I?, residential duties"'' 
I 

Moreover, he said, it was not only Mr. Bourguiba's 

physical health, that led to his downfall. Tunisia 

had been going through a good deal of internal turmoil 

in the past few years. There were riots in January 1984 

when Bourguiba raised bread pr 1 ces. Moreover on 27 

Septe:nber, 1987 death sentences were passed on a number 

of lslamic fundamentalists·, connected with the Islamic 

tendency movement in Tunisia. Mr. Ben Ali was very 

much connected with these arrests and banding out of 

sentenooa, because he was the Interior Minister before 

being appointed Pri;ne Hinister. 
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After corning to power, Mr. Ben Ali handed over 

the duties of Prime l1inibter to Mr. Hedi Bacchouche, 

formerly minister of Bocial affairs. The new leader 

. ,· dliTlped the forei~n minister Mr .. Hedi Mabruk from off ice. 

Mr. Tijani Chelly was named the minister of education and 

scientific research, replacing Mr. Mohammad sayah, who 

was considered too grtat an ally of Mr. Bourguiba. Mr. 

Abdallah Kallal was given the job of head of the President's 

office. Certain Tunisian figures had been placed under 

house arrest by the new ~uthorities_. They included Mr. 

Mohammad sayah, former mU\ister of state for educe.t ion, 

and scientific research, Mr. Mansour Sikri, a close 

advisor to Habib Bourc;;uiba, Mr. Hedi Mabruk, fonner 

foreign mi~ister and Mr. Mahmoud Ben Lassire, presidential 

press office chief. 

In April 1988, 1Jrobably with the aim of increasing 

his control over the armed forces, President Ben Ali 

assumed the defence portfolio and appointed a secretary 

of state for security affairs in a cabinet resruffle. 

He also took the opportunity to dismiss several associates 

of Bourguiba, to merge the two ministeries of agriculture 

and of agricultural and food production for greater 

efficiency, and to divide the ministry of national education 

into two rni~isteries. 
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Moreover, inrnediately on taking pO\'Ier, President 

Ben Ali began to effect a policy of national reconciliation. 

The publication was permitted of opposition newspapers 

which had been suspended by the Bourguiba administration. 

ln late ~oveillber the National Assembly approved legis

lation which li111ited the len~th of time during which a 

person could be held in police custody without the 

authority of the public prosecutor to four· days. In 

December the state security court was abolished, along 

wit. h tho i->OHt of prof.iocutor ~ener al. 

Ben Ali also attenpted to normalize relations 

between the government and the UG-TT. ln April he 

attempted to reconcile the two rivals for the leadership 

of the UGTT, Habib Achour and Abd al-Aziz Bouraoui. 

Both Achour and Bouraoui subaec~ently agreed.to give 

up their union responsibilities as a first step towards 

the reunification of the UGI'T, which had split into 

•radical' and •moderate• factions under Bourguiba. 

The complete reunification of the UGTT and the election 

of a_, new secretary-general were to be effected at an 

extraordinary congress in J~nuary 1989. 

Heanwhile, the new goveznmoot consolidated its 

po'ier. The size of the PSD political bureau was 

reduced from 20 to 13 members in December. 
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ln acc:ordanco wit:h his prom h;ea after takint;..J power, 

l' rouidont. Bon Ali int roducod pl:OI;OB~l& to 1ncroo11o 

political freedom and to introduce a more democratic 

system of government. In February, 1988, to signal the 

new administration •s commitment to democratic reform, 

the Central Committee of the PSD announced that the 

party•s name had been changed to the Reassemblement 

Constitutional Democratique {RCD)(Democratic Constitutional 

Assembly). ln July the National Assembly approved a 

. series of proposals to refozm the Constitution. Under 

the amendments, the post of President-for-life was 

aboljshed, and the president was to be elected by 

univereal suffra~c evury five yearB, and.limited to two 

consecutive terms in ofj ice. 

As a safec;,ua.rd against senility, a maximum age 

of 70 years was to be introduced for presidential 

candidates. lf the presidency fell vacant before the 

end of the term of office, the president of the National 

Assembly, rather than the Prime Minister, was to assume 

presidential powers until elections were held. 

By mid 1988 a large part of Bourguiba • s legacy 

of repression had disappeared. ln April 1988 legislat .ion 

was passed by the National Assembly instituting a multi

party syl:;)tem, although, in order· to gain legal recognition, 
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political parties had to uphold the aims of, and work 

within the constitution. 

ln July, the National Assembly modifiE:d the Press 

Code, relaxing its repressive tendencies. Under the 
' 

main provisions of the revised Code, newspapers wer·e 

given the right to prove the vere:icity of 'defamatory • 

claims about members of public institutions (although 

members of the gove1nmoot and the President still received 

upociol p.JX>tection), and rotJponaibillty for tbe r.~utilpenGion 

and stlL•.ure of new~papera was handed over to the courts, 

rolltor than tht.ll Niniaster of the Interior. 

Moreover the national holidays associ~ted with 

former Presidtmt Bour~uiba were removed ft·om the calendar 

and the ·runi::>ie:tn nationc.tl anthem was revised to omit any 

illusions to Bourq.uiba. statues of Bourguiba were 

quietly removed, and suggestions were made that streets 

and towns named after Bourguiba should be renamed. 

The changes, represented mo~ to 'depersonalise• 

Bourguiba •s le-gacy, built up over 31 yearii as the Head 

of the state. Ben Ali wanted the national media to be 

based on credibility, objectivity and the ab8ndments 

of all blemishes of perbonalisation and flattery. 
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Thus m brief we can conclude, that when Bourguiba 

emerged as the President, he brought about changes in 

the system of governmt:nt, and many new institutions 

were brought into existence. When he tried to dominate 

over those institutions, he only.succe~~ed in erosing 

his base. lihen he was removed from off ice, his in sti

tut ions were abolif.,hed and new institutions came into 

existence. Changes were brought about in the const)tution 

and m .inist:ry. 'fhel e was also a chan<;Je £run sinQlE! party 

system t.o mult 1-part y syst en. 

Th~-~rt1We analyse, even if a charit:~matic leader 

tries to dominate over the institutions created by him, 

his downfall comes. 

Thus we see, that personality, int:~titution and 

environment are variables totally dependent on one 

another. When environment changes, new leader emerges, 

and with that new 1nl3titution~:- arc:! brouQht in that suit 

the new pert>onal it y and the chtmged environment. However, 

if a personality tt ies to dominate over those institutions, 

his downfall comes and thua a new system comes in. 
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